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Dear Readers,

Welcome to the Budget edition of 

InTouch.

The GFSB is continually 

communicating with Government in 

order to make conditions for small 

businesses in Gibraltar the best they 

possibly can. This year we have seen 

some good new initiatives and no 

increases in social security or utilities 

which is very welcome. 

We have interviewed both the 

Chief Minister and the leader of the 

Opposition on the budget, which 

makes an interesting read.

This issue is also the Rock Chef 

special. It also continues to gather 

momentum, proving that good ideas 

with hard work can result in great 

success.

We wanted to give our readers some 

inside information from the judges, 

the restaurants and the  finalists. 

Thanks to all those who have 

commented on facebook and other 

social media platforms about the 

programme, it helps a lot to receive 

positive feedback.

The GFSB is here to help you make 

your business ideas flourish, we stand 

by small businesses providing tools, 

information, contacts and the right 

ingredients to grow. 

Our training and breakfast club give 

our members both valuable knowledge 

and networking opportunities. 

The Gibtelecom Innovation Awards 

has been well received and we have 

had some excellent applications, we 

will be publishing the winners soon.

notes
editor’s

If you would like us to publish a 

business achievement or idea please 

get in touch.

Please let us know what you would 

like to see in future editions.

Thanks for reading and supporting 

the GFSB.

Julian Byrne
Editor
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C H A I R P E R S O N ’ S  N O T E S

Dear Members,

We have seen some days of furious 

action in the Gibraltar Parliament. 

 

As an association, we are very 

pleased to hear Government finally 

considering small business in their 

agenda.  It has taken several years 

of campaigning, but finally we are 

starting to see progress in this area.  

It doesn’t necessarily mean that the 

provisions are going as far as we 

would like them to go - but we’re at 

least seeing progress!

 

If we take the GFSB Business Agenda 

from 4 years ago, most of those 

items are now becoming a reality.   

The one-stop shop seems to be 

becoming a reality.  We have achieved 

early payment discounts on rates 

and a nurturing scheme for small 

businesses. Even E-Government 

seems to be on the horizon although 

we are still nowhere near where we 

need to be.

That’s not to say that there aren’t 

significant battles to fight - the fact that 

small business owners (sometimes 

comprising a single business owner) 

are treated differently by legislation 

to consumers and the low audit 

threshholds are but two issues.  There 

is what is the biggest issue of them 

all at the moment – the power cuts.  

We are considering what action, if 

any , we can take as a Federation to 

support our members here.  We will 

shortly be consulting our members 

with different possibilities.

 

We also note that Government 

has issued a command paper on 

revising the law relating to planning 

applications.  It is necessary to 

say that the Development and 

Planning Commission needs the 

voice of business on it.  At least one 

representative needs to be a business 

voice, so that the business case is 

also made.

 

As ever, we are here for our members 

and always open to ideas and 

suggestion - particularly as we put 

together our business agenda for the 

general election!

As ever,

Gemma Vasquez
Chairperson

 
Gibraltar Federation of Small  
Businesses

foreword
chairperson’s
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Budget Summary 2015

Chief Minister Fabian Picardo presented his latest budget to 
Parliament on 22nd June 2015. 

The budget was described by Mr Picardo as a ‘responsible budget’ 
and ‘A budget for the hard working men and women who are the 
backbone of our economic success story’. No doubt with this in 
mind we were forewarned that it would not be filled with pre-election 
giveaways.

The main economic indicators certainly painted a positive picture of 
the state of Gibraltar’s economy and we have summarised these below.

Economic Overview:

Business Measures:

Social Insurance
There is no increase to employee or employer social insurance 
contributions.

A social insurance credit of £100 per employee for companies with 
up to 10 employees or up to 20 employees in the first year of trading 
will be obtainable.

Employer’s contributions in respect of employees’ second employment 
are to be abolished, provided full contributions are already made in 
respect of that employee.

Minimum Wage
With effect from the 1st September 2015 minimum wage is increased 
from £6.15 per hour to £6.25.

Utilities
There is no increase to water or electricity charges. 

Import duties
The following items are subject to changes in import duty tariffs:

Other Business Measures
The audit threshold, which is the amount of turnover above which a 
company requires its accounts to be audited, is increased from £1m 
to £1.25m.

New companies, partnerships and self-employed individuals will be 
able to claim 100% of eligible capital allowances in the first year of 
trade.

A 200% tax credit is introduced in respect of the cost of any architect’s 
fees and planning costs (capped at £5,000) incurred in respect of 
successful planning applications under the Town Planning Act for 
companies within their first 24 months of operation.

A tax deduction of 150% of the costs of training employees with a 
view to obtaining a qualifying qualification is introduced.

Personal Tax Measures:
Taxpayers with an income of less than £11,000 (previously £10,500) 
will pay no tax.

Allowance based system
Tax rates are to be adjusted as follows:

£0 - £4,000  14% (Reduced from 15%)
£4,001 - £16,000  17% (Reduced from 18%)
£16,001 +   39% (Reduced from 40%)

Allowances adjusted as follows:
• Personal allowance now £3,200 (previously £3,100) 
• Spouse/civil partners allowance now £3,200 (previously £3,100) 
• Single parent family allowance now £5,264 (previously £4,000) 

        
  GDP forecast 2014/15 £1.64bn (10.3% increase)   
  GDP per capita for 2014/15 £50,941 (US$ 83,544)   
  Budget surplus (estimated) £51.3m   

Government Revenue £559m (14.8% increase) 
  Gross public debt at 31 March 2015 £448m (27.3% of GDP)   
  Net public debt at 31 March 2015 £375m (22.8% of GDP)   

Employment 24,422 (6.6% increase) 
Inflation (2015 expected) >1%  
Inflation (2014) 1 .8% 

      
 

• Medical insurance allowance now £5,000 (previously £4,000) 
• Child allowance now £1,100 (previously £997)
• Child studying abroad – allowance now £1,250 (previously £1,105)
• Special deduction for senior citizens now £12,000 (previously 
£10,887)
• House purchase allowance £12,000 (previously £11,500)
• Nursery school allowance now £5,000 per child (previously £4,000) 
• Blind persons allowance now £5,000 (previously £4,000) 
• Disabled individuals allowance now £9,000 (previously £6,000)

Life insurance deductions, which previously were only given tax relief 
at a rate of up to 17%, will now be given at up to the taxpayer’s rate 
of tax.

Gross income based system
• Deduction of up to £6,500 (previously £6,000) for approved 
expenditure towards the purchase of a home 
• Deduction of up to £1,500 (previously £1,200) for contributions to 
approved pension schemes 
• Deduction of up to £3,000 for private medical insurance (previously 
£2,500)
• Mortgage interest deduction now £1,500 (previously £1,000)
• Reduction in tax rate for income band £700,001 to £1m to 5% 
(previously 10%)

Property-related measures
No stamp duty will be payable for first and second-time buyers on 
the first £260,000 (previously £250,000) of the cost of their property, 
irrespective of the total cost.

A pre-notification procedure is to be introduced where services such 
as the installation of kitchens, bathrooms and other fitted furniture 
are provided by suppliers based outside of Gibraltar.  This will entail 
imposing withholding tax to ensure that tax is paid by such suppliers.

Purchasers of new affordable homes will benefit from a rates holiday 
– no rates will be paid in the first full rates year, then increasing by 
10% of the full rates each year until 100% is reached.
 
A one-off deduction is introduced against assessable income on the 
investment made by an individual, company or business that makes a 
significant improvement to the EPC [Energy Performance Certificate] 
rating of their premises.

Other Measures:

Tax Amnesty

In order to allow individuals to rationalise their tax affairs a tax amnesty 
was announced in respect of funds held abroad on which tax was due 
in Gibraltar.  The amnesty will be in effect for six months.
Individuals who avail themselves of the amnesty will pay 5% of the 
total amount remitted to Gibraltar.

Individuals that do not make use of the amnesty and are found to 
be holding undeclared income will be subject to a penalty charge of 
100% of the tax that would have been due if properly declared at the 
time.

With a global reach, Hassans 

provides legal solutions, both 

locally and cross-border, 

to individuals and major 

multinationals. We deliver a 

service consistent with old world 

values of customer care whilst 

combining professionalism with 
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Efficiently delivered.

“Hassans is widely considered 
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of experience…” Legal 500 EMEA, 

2014 Edition.

Hassans - 75 years in Gibraltar.

International Lawyers

When it comes to legal advice, 
Hassans leads the way
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    From  To   
    

  
Flooring, carpets, construction 
materials (trade imports) 12%  6 %   

  
White goods rated A and above 
(trade imports)  6% 3%   

  White goods rated B 6% 12%   
  Wines 39p per btl 50p per btl   
  Beers 32p per litre 35p per litre   
  Spirits 80p per litre £1.00 per litre   
  Hearing aids, walking aids, 

wheelchairs, glasses & frames for 
prescription spectacles, contact 
lenses & dentures 

  
    
  various  0%   
  Toys  6% 3%   
  Suitcases  6% 0%   
  Filament & other non-LED lighting 12% 24%   
  Marine engines & spares  6 % 0%   
  2 stroke motorcycles 30% 50%   
  Hybrid vehicles (trade imports)  2% 0%   
  Hybrid vehicles (private imports) 12.5% to 17%  5%   

  
Hybrid & electric vehicle new car 
registration cashback £750 £1,000   
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Interview with the 
Chief Minister
GV: What was your objective for the 
budget this year?

CM: I was very keen to ensure that the 
budget in an election year should not be 
one of big ‘give aways’ to try and buy votes 
in a general election.  It was important that 
we continue with the prudent course that 
we have set to ensure that Gibraltar’s fiscal 
policy is designed first to promote those who 
create jobs and second, to ensure fairness 
where people need the assistance of the 
Government but not otherwise.

GV: Everyone agrees that it’s been a 
prudent budget, a neutral budget.

CM: Yes.  I think it has been seen by most 
people as a responsible budget designed to 
try and ensure that growth continues and 
demonstrates the way that the Government, 
having inherited a public administration that 
was the biggest driver of GDP growth by 
being the biggest spender in our economy, 
has spent 3 ½ years ensuring that the 
environment is right for the private sector 
to now become the main driver of growth.  
And if you look at the projects that we have 
announced that the private sector is going 
to be taking on, they are by far much bigger 
projects than the Government envisages 
being involved with in the future and therefore 
they will be the drivers of growth and we will 
be ensuring that we maintain public services 
to the standards which we must maintain 
them to ensure that the public and business 
in particular have the public services that 
they need to do business. We will not be in 
the future, I hope, the biggest spenders in our 
economy.

GV: So the projects that you are referring 
to are the Bluewater development and 
the other Marina projects?

CM: Yes, for example - other Marina projects, 
other projects of construction that are coming 
on stream, which will all in the next 12-36 
months be ongoing and will all be the main 
drivers of GDP growth.

GV: Apart from construction are there 
any measures that your government has 
sought to put in place to ensure that the 
private sector continues to grow?

CM: Yes.  In fact one of the main things that 
we’ve wanted to do is to ensure that where 
we’re dealing with small and medium size 
businesses, and I’m not just saying this 
because I’m talking to your readers, but 
because they are the biggest companies in 
our economy,  we have made the burden 
easier for both those companies and for 
start up entities that are looking to become 
an active player in the small to medium sized 
market. We’ve also ensured that we can 
bring entrepreneurs along with the measures 
that we’ve been introducing, not just this year 
but in previous years.  We think that those are 
an essential way forward.

But look also in particular at other areas 

where businesses which, although in 
numbers terms might be small and medium 
elsewhere, are very big in Gibraltar terms.  
Look at the insurance industry and at the 
gaming industry, where we’re seeing an 
influx of business which is also important 
in terms of driving GDP because of course 
you see, the big issue for GDP is salaries 
and we see a huge influx of salaries when 
we have construction on, but we also see a 
huge influx of more sustainable jobs when 
we see more people in our gaming industry 
and more people in our insurance industry.  
You’ve seen in my budget speech how the 
take of corporate tax in the gaming and 
insurance industries has exploded because 
of the sustainable growth we’ve seen there.

GV: A related point is the accommodation 
for all these people who we are providing 
with a salary.  Do you think that at the 
moment, given the situation with border, 

we have in Gibraltar the accommodation 
to bring all these people that are 
necessary for the increase in the gaming 
and insurance sectors?

CM: We had 3,000 people who are entitled 
people tell us that they wanted to buy 
affordable homes from the Government.  
There’s probably another 3,000 who are not 
entitled to housing in Gibraltar who would 
like to buy if they could afford it.  In other 
words people who work in Gibraltar every day 
who live in Spain who are not in construction, 
who are not in cleaning jobs, people who are 
actually involved in the running of the gaming 
and financial services industry who would, 
given what we experienced some years ago 
but are not necessarily experiencing today, 
wish to live in Gibraltar if they could and we 
would wish them to live in Gibraltar because 
that means that their salaries would stay 
here and they would be driving the GDP in a 
different way, shopping in our shops eating in 
our restaurants and using our utilities in their 
homes etc.  

That is a different programme of investment 
and what I think you will see is that the 
schemes that are likely to be in development 
in the next 12 to 36 months where they 
are not Government affordable housing 
schemes, but where developers are aiming 
their residential product not at the top, top 
end of the market, but at the middle of the 
market which is likely to be accessible, 
given what I’ve been told about pricing, to 
Gibraltarians selling affordable homes to 
move up the property ladder.  Not that our 
current affordable homes have anything 
to envy some of that type of property.  And 
people who come from outside of Gibraltar to 
work in Gibraltar who want to make Gibraltar 
not just the place where they work, they want 
to make it their home in the long term, will, I 
think, find those prices will be very accessible 
to them too.

GV: We’re obviously very pleased to see 
that your government is focusing on 
small businesses, seeing the references 
to small businesses in your budget 
speech. The party political broadcast 
by the Minister for Commercial Affairs 
also dealt with a lot of the requests that 
we had in our agenda.  Of course we’re 
delighted with all of that.

However, onto the employment allowance 
and the way that it’s actually being put 
into place – it means that it’s most 
beneficial to those businesses that have 

10 employees, so not necessarily to the 
small, small businesses in our economy 
and the start ups etc.  What was the 
thinking behind that?

CM: Well it’s a testament to the work that 
the Federation is doing that we wouldn’t 
even think of structuring a budget without 
taking into consideration the proposals that 
you put to us because we think they are 
responsible, in the same way as the budget 
is designed to be responsible. I sincerely 
think your proposals are responsible and 
therefore worth considering.  But it is not 
possible to implement a mechanism that 
gives every business a £2,000 discount on 
social insurance.  The social insurance fund 
is underfunded.  It has to be restructured.  
We were aiming to restructure it during the 
course of the lifetime of this parliament.  It 
hasn’t been possible.  It will be one of 
the lead issues in the lifetime of the next 
parliament if we’re returned to office and it’s 
very important that people understand that if 
they want to have the benefits of the social 
security scheme which means free health 
care at the point of delivery, then that scheme 
needs to be funded in an appropriate way.

And so therefore, what we tried to do, was to 
calibrate the discount that might encourage 
people to create small and medium sized 
businesses based on the number of people 
who would be contributing to the fund and 
therefore who the benefit of the discount 
would be to.  And, also in a way that doesn’t 
drive a coach and horses through the funding 
of the scheme because you know there are 
lots of businesses in Gibraltar that have 
less than 10 employees and that helps to 
usefully demonstrates how many people you 
represent.

It’s never going to be an easy calculation.  I 
mean the opposite argument could be that 
the scheme now encourages people not to 
take an 11th employee unless it’s in the first 
year of establishment of a company.  Or, not 
to employ more than 20 people in the first 
year of operation of a company.

GV: A start-up would be lucky to employ 
20 people…

CM: Well, it depends on the start up because 
remember that a start up is not just a plucky 
young professional who decides he’s going 
to strike out on his own.  A start up can 
include a multinational business that decides 
to establishes themselves in Gibraltar for 
headquarter purposes that might have 

employed 50 people in its first year, but, 
decides because of the advantages of now 
employing less than 20 because of the social 
insurance scheme, to start with 20 and next 
year go to 50.

So, we’ve got to be very careful when we 
prepare a budget that what seemed like very 
bright ideas are tested against not just the 
objective we want to achieve, but the back 
doors that it could open to those that are not 
actually small and medium sized businesses 
as we would imagine them.
 
GV: We’ve seen today that the ID Cards 
are finally becoming a reality.  Does that 
mean that e-government in the sense 
that we want e-government (so the 
payment of tax online, the registration 
of employees etc), does that mean that 
that’s going to follow on very shortly?

CM: Well that is e-government as we want 
it to be too.  I mean the Government wants 
real and meaningful e-government.  Real 
and meaningful e-government happens only 
when you can do almost everything that you 
need to do in terms of interaction with the 
government online, not just a few things.  
One of the issues of course is security and 
as we’ve discussed and we’ve announced 
publicly before, it is the e-ID Card that will 
provide that security of identification of the 
person on the other side of an electronic 
transaction.

So a lot of the things that we now want to 
see happen like taxation being online etc, 
are awaiting this final critical moment and 
when we finish the roll out we will be able to 
start the process of also rolling out the next 
generation of e-government services which 
will be transformational.  Indeed a lot of the 
arguments that employers and organisations 
have long had with governments have been 
about counter hours etc.  Well a lot of that 
discussion will go away if you’re able to do 
things online not just as an individual but also 
as a business. The e-ID Card is for individuals 
but there will be electronic ways of identifying 
a business so that the business will have the 
equivalent of an ID Card for online purposes.  
Therefore, if you’re able to do your business 
with the Government at any time of the day 
that suits you electronically, the argument 
about counter hours will go away!

But of course that will also have the effect of 
freeing up Government resources.  So where 
we have to have a public interface which is 
not electronic, by having freed up resources 
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where it is possible to do it electronically, we 
would be able to offer those hours for longer.
One of the things that we are also hopefully 
soon able to finalise, is a central area for 
you to be able to do all your business with 
Government in the centre of town not out in 
the area of New Harbours or further away, so 
that you’ll be able to come to a Government 
office which will do all of the things you need 
to do on a face to face basis.  And that central 
counter office, I hope will be open for longer.

GV: That’s the one stop shop under the 
Fair Trading Act?

CM: Indeed the one stop shop.

GV: To take us back to the budget - public 
debt is very obviously tied into what 
you were talking (the public sector etc).  
Public debt is very hotly debated at the 
moment.  Are you worried about the 
levels of current expenditure?  

CM: Well I would be worried about those 
levels if the Opposition were right about 
them, but even the Opposition have 
demonstrated that they realised they were 
not right.  I mean the Opposition talks about 
a recurrent expenditure of £580m and yet 
in Parliament last week, they themselves 
voted for the Government version of what 
the current expenditure is which is £453m 
and, you know, if it was £580m it would be 
unsustainable but it’s not.  The level of debt 
is not where the Opposition pretends that it 
is. Even if it were, as I demonstrated in my 
budget reply, it would as a ratio of GDP be 
lower today, considerably, than it was when 
they were in Government.

But look - my Government has two 
twin objectives.  The first is to increase 
Government revenues and therefore to 
see that the GDP is growing because more 
revenue is coming into the Government 
because more businesses are in Gibraltar 
interacting with the Government and they 
themselves are growing the GDP in that 
way.  The second is to bring Government 
expenditure down.

So we want to grow the gap between what 
we spend and what we collect and, we 
want that gap to grow so that the surplus 
grows and we want the surplus to grow so 
that we have more money to put away for 
future generations in the rainy day funds 
which are our equivalent of sovereign wealth 
funds.  Look, for example, at the reserves of 
the Gibraltar Savings Bank and although it 

is completely independent and its trustees 
are completely independent, the kitty of 
Community Care, which in effect means that 
we don’t have to put our hands in our pockets 
to pay our pensioners because Community 
Care had got an amount and it ensures that 
it pays the Household Cost Allowance in the 
totally independent way that it does.

That is what we are driving for: lower 
cost, more income.  It’s exactly what every 
household would want to be doing so that 
there’s more leftover for the future, so that 
you can put more away.  And, I think we’ve 
demonstrated, by having brought in record 
surpluses year on year, that we are achieving 
that.

Now it’s also true that you have to spend in 
order to have the services that you require.  
The one thing that the FSB and the Chamber 
of Commerce would not forgive, is if the 
Government was spending so little that we 
were not able to offer you the services that 
you need so that businesses can do the 
things that they want and need to do.  And, 
investing in e-government is costing a lot 
of money and, the previous administration 
I remember in the pre-election debate 
organised by the GFSB, saw the then leader 
of the GSD say that he was not prepared to 
spend the £3m or £5m in e-government 
which needed to spent to get to the stage 
that we have reached today.

We’ve spent that money.  But of course, 
although it’s going to mean a saving in the 
long term, it’s going to be more spending 
now.

GV: You’ve mentioned the Gibraltar 
Savings Bank and obviously what 
Government is doing with that money is 
frequently in the news at the moment.  
Do you want to address our readers on 
whether you are comfortable with what 
your Government is doing with that 
money?

CM: Absolutely and I’m delighted to have the 
opportunity to tell them that we have now 
demonstrated beyond peradventure that 
the fear and scaremongering that has been 
pedalled by the Opposition in respect of the 
Savings Bank has absolutely no foundation 
whatsoever.  It is clear now that the Savings 
Bank has grown like it has never grown 
before, that its reserves are growing like it 
has never grown before despite the interest 
rates coming down and we continue to have 
record numbers of deposits.  The Opposition 

criticised the interest rates saying that they 
were set too high because the Government 
needed money and that’s why they were so 
high.  I was able to demonstrate to the Leader 
of the Opposition this was another one of his 
foolish throw away remarks that he’d given 
no thought to because the interest rates that 
he was complaining about were the ones set 
by Sir Peter Caruana, the man he describes 
as the greatest politician of our times, and 
actually the only thing that my Government 
has done is bring the interest rates down.

But as you can see, the amounts that are now 
on deposit in the Savings Bank, the reserves 
of the Savings Bank, these are all growing 
as they should be growing.  The money that 
depositors deposit in the Savings Bank is 
guaranteed by the Gibraltar Government as 
it always has been.  If people have a concern 
generally, it must be in respect of the money 
not with Credit Finance because look, who 
knows what the Crown Agents are doing with 
our money, what Finland is doing with our 
money and what Barclays is doing with our 
money.  I’m sure they’re all acting perfectly 
reputably but it’s outside of the control of 
those who have responsibility for the Savings 
Bank.   And if one of those investments were 
to fail, we would have to put our hands in our 
pockets and make it good.  But they really 
need to have absolutely no concerns.  Joe 
Bossano who is the Minister for the Savings 
Bank has a magnificent track record of 
only growing funds and only bringing more 
money to the things that he does.  He has 
never lost a penny in his almost 45 years in 
public life.  Albert Mena who is the Financial 
Secretary who has statutory responsibility for 
the Savings Bank as well, has got a fantastic 
track record and a reputation for integrity, for 
ability and for achievement that is second to 
none.  

Indeed, if you look at the people who are 
criticising the work that they’re doing and 
you have to make a choice between trusting 
Joe Bossano and Albert Mena with your 
money or Daniel Feetham, I don’t think 
people will hesitate.  People have voted with 
their money, people have voted with their 
confidence and, in my view in relation to this 
as in every other subject, people are soon to 
vote with their votes and they’ll demonstrate 
that they trust this Government not just with 
their money but also with their home and 
their confidence.

GV: Moving on to a completely different 
issue, this year you didn’t raise the price 
of utilities and you didn’t raise social 

insurance.  Obviously there’s a lot of talk 
int the press right now about the LNG Plant, 
we’re not going to go into the options in 
this interview.  However, capitalising the 
LNG Plant would obviously have come at 
a significant cost. Once the plant is up 
and running are we looking at the cost of 
utilities increasing in Gibraltar?

CM:  None of the proposals that the 
Government is looking at involve the 
Government investing any capital in the 
creation of the plant.  In other words those 
who are making proposals to the Government, 
will suffer the cost of the capex to establish 
he plant.  And, incidentally this is another 
thing that Daniel Feetham has got completely 
wrong in the calculations he pretends to do 
on what the cost of the new plant is because 
he always includes the capex for the LNG 
facility as part of the cost.

Well, he is completely wrong.  I keep 
telling him he is completely wrong.  All of 
the proposals that we are receiving from 
independent third parties who will provide 
us with the gas, includes them investing the 
capex to produce the facility.

Some of them give us the option of investing 
there because this is going to be a fantastic 
business for the future of Gibraltar because 
LNG bunkering is the future.  We’ve seen 
Carnival announce four cruise ships, we see 
some of the merchant fleets already turning 
to LNG, we need to be able to bunker that 
new fleet and bunkering is a big business.  
So, that is not going to be an issue that 
requires the Government to put its hand in 
its pockets unless we choose to do so not 
in terms of the capex to create the facility, 
but in terms of a separate investment for the 
Government for the future.

Now, what we have always said is that 
bringing LNG to Gibraltar also means that 
the cost of generating electricity goes down.  
At the moment because of the high prices 
of diesel that we saw until about 6 months 
ago, up to 60% of the cost of the Gibraltar 
Electricity Authority is exclusively driven by 
fuel.

Now, as we bring that cost down, what I 
have said is that I am confident that we 
can either ensure that what we charge for 
electricity represents what electricity costs 
without increasing it or, that we can actually 
bring down the margin between the cost of 
electricity and the charge for electricity.
If we were to do that the Government would 

not intend to see the generation of electricity 
as a profit centre for the Government.  We 
would pass on even greater discounts than 
we are seeing today but it would not be at the 
cost of the taxpayer.   It would simply be that 
the cost of generating electricity has gone 
down.

And I think that’s what businesses must 
want and look, I don’t think that the Leader 
of the Opposition has understood what his 
failure to commit to the continued subsidy on 
electricity and water prices means, because it 
could very easily result in Gibraltar not being 
an attractive place to do business not just for 
small businesses but for even some of the 
largest institutions in the world who come 
to Gibraltar and employ many hundreds of 
people who are ostensibly able to pay for 
their utilities.

Well look, if the utility costs here are going to 
be so much bigger than they are anywhere 
else, we might lose every competitive 
advantage.  So people might just not come 
to Gibraltar to set up and this is how failing 
in vision the Opposition is and failing in 
understand the Opposition is because 
frankly, if you were to charge the real cost 
of producing electricity and water today to 
consumers in Gibraltar, at the rates 6 months 
ago before the price of diesel tumbled around 
the world, we might not be left with many 
businesses in Gibraltar let alone some of the 
biggest gaming companies in the world and 
some of the biggest insurance companies 
in Europe.  They might just have upped 
sticks and gone whatever the competitive 
advantage on tax that they may be able to 
appreciate from doing businesses in other 
places.

GV: Final question.  What is the single 
issue that most concerns you at the 
moment?

CM: The way that the Opposition has failed to 
discharge its obligation to do loyal opposition 
for the people of Gibraltar and has allowed 
itself to go down the road of scaring people 
in LNG and scaring people on the Savings 
Bank, I think is the most atrocious way that 
we have seen anybody want to discharge 
their functions as members of parliament and 
I anticipate that that will only get worse, that 
the Leader of the Opposition is going to take 
the next election down into the gutter, that 
it’s going to be the dirtiest election campaign 
run by a political party that we have ever 
seen and, that I hope and have faith that the 
people of Gibraltar will not want that sort of 

negative campaigning and they will want to 
see a vision for the next 4 years of the growth 
and development of our community that will 
eschew any of the sort of negativity and 
nastiness that we are seeing from the GSD 
which is not really the proud political party 
that it was.

GV: So that concerns you more than any 
financial issue that may arise?

CM: There are no financial issues on the 
horizon for Gibraltar that at the moment would 
seem likely to create any serious problem for 
us.  Look, there could be external problems 
for us.  As we sit doing this interview, it’s 
not clear whether Greece will be part of the 
Euro zone or not, but I think the markets 
have factored that in already.  For the past 
6 months there’s been talk of Greece leaving 
the Euro zone.  There could be something 
in the future that we don’t know about, of 
course, but Gibraltar has demonstrated its 
resilience.  Gibraltar now has more reserves 
than it has ever had before.  Remember the 
GSD was the party before that talked about 
not having rainy day funds.  We have re-
established those rainy day funds.  We’re in 
better shape than ever to face a crisis outside 
of Gibraltar.

The main issue for me now is the conduct of 
politics in Gibraltar and the way that it is being 
abused by some and therefore I think that 
will be the biggest challenge for our society.  
To see through the pure partisanship of Mr 
Feetham’s new GSD and to look through all of 
that to the reality of the political debate and to 
look at the reality of what’s happening at the 
Savings Bank, the reality of what’s happening 
with LNG and how safe both of those will be 
for the future.

And I just sincerely hope and believe that 
people will see through all of the nonsense 
and all of the lies and make the right choices 
at the next general election.

GV: Thank you very much.
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Interview with 
Daniel Feetham
JB: What’s your general impression on 
this year’s budget?

DF: Well my general impression on this 
year’s budget is the impression that I’ve had 
of the Government’s handling of the public 
finances for the last three years which is, 
that effectively, what we’re seeing is the 
Government operating two sets of accounts.  
One which we debated this week which is 
based on spending from the consolidated 
fund and the other funded through the 
Gibraltar Savings Bank.  Now the reason why 
the Government is doing that is because the 
monies in the Gibraltar Savings Bank don’t 
technically count as Government debt or 
Government spending even though they are 
guaranteed by the Government. It is however 
definitely using that money in order to fund 
for example, improvements in housing 
estates such as Gib V, providing loans to 
the Sunborn, in the commuted pensions of 
Civil Servants.  The payment of commuted 
pensions of Civil Servants is classic 
Government expenditure and that is being 
paid through the Gibraltar Savings Bank via 
Credit Finance. Further over £320m that 
has been transferred from Gibraltar Savings 
Banks to Credit Finance has then been 
transferred to another Government company 
called Gibraltar Investments Holdings which 
is a company that effectively funds all other 
Government owned companies and which 
traditionally, the Government has funded.  It 
is now been funded by the Savings Bank via 
Credit Finance.  Mr Bossano admitted that 
money is being used in order fund the cash 
flow requirements of all Government owned 
companies.  If the Government had spent that 
money directly it would have less money in 
its pocket.

So that is why it’s very difficult to really draw 
a true picture of what the public finances 
are.  Because when he says ‘I have a £50m 
surplus’, I say ‘well hang on a minute, but 
if you’d spent what you’ve spent via Credit 
Finance and the Gibraltar Savings Bank, 
directly through the Consolidated Fund you 
wouldn’t be making a surplus’.

JB:What would that situation be do you 
think?

DF: Well, we do not know exactly what the 
true picture is because we do not know how 
much of the money in Gibraltar Investment 
(Holdings) Limited has been spent.  There is 
a huge transparency issue here. It is not only 
about democracy important as that is. It is 
about being able to spot emerging financial 
problems before they become to big to 
handle.

JB: Do you think the Government would 
have made a loss this year?

DF: I think the Government would have 
made a loss.  It’s very difficult to give you a 
precise answer in relation to that because the 
Government refused to give us a complete 
picture.  Just take you for example what Credit 
Finance Company has spent on loans to third 
parties, commuted pensions to Civil Servants 
etc.  They spent about £40m on commuted 
pensions of Civil Servants and 70m on loans 

to third parties. Of that £110m some of it 
may be last year’s expenditure, some of it 
is this year’s expenditure.  The Government 
also changed the practice of paying money 
to the Social Security Fund and from there 
to Community Care. What it is now doing 
is making a one-off payment out of surplus 
to Community Care.  In other words, in 
previous years the money was paid to the 
Social Security Fund and then from there 
to Community Care. For the last two years, 
it has been added to the surplus and from 
there paid to Community Care. This not only 
inflates the surplus but deflates expenditure 
both in the Government’s favour.

Then you have the over £320m that the 
Government has transferred to Gibraltar 
Investments (Holdings) Limited and what I 
don’t know is how much of that has actually 
been spent in funding the requirements of 
Government owned companies because they 
don’t tell me. 

However if you take all those things into 
account, the Government would not have 
made a surplus.  I’m absolutely convinced 
about that.

JB: Is Gibraltar heading in the right 
direction in terms of the budget changes?

DF: Well today I’ve just heard a most 
extraordinary speech by Sir Peter looking at 
the trajectory of Gibraltar over 25 years and 
there’s no doubt that he is right.  Over 25 
years Gibraltar has always been moving in 
the right direction and we continue to move in 
the right direction.  The question for Gibraltar, 
and it’s a question that I have been asked 
since I became Leader of the Opposition is, 
can we assume that the good times are going 
to last forever.  This is a question I’ve posed 
on a number of occasions.  For example at 
the Chamber of Commerce debate last year. 
We need to be changing how as politicians 
we deal with some of these things.  I don’t 
think that Gibraltar can continue adding on 
to the recurrent expenditure bill at the rate 
that we have.  

At election time the practice has always been 
for politicians to be promising everything and 
there’s a sort of North African zouk; I promise 
you this and you promise me that and I think 
that has got to be a thing of the past.

There was the most extraordinary exchange 
as between Joe Bossano and myself a 
number of months ago in Parliament where 
we both agreed on this.  You see because 
we just cannot continue to spend at the rate 
that we’re spending both in terms of capital 
project and recurrent expenditure, because it 
assumes that everything is going to be going 
well indefinitely and we’ve got to be setting 
aside something for a rainy day.

I suppose the one thing that the founding 
fathers of the GSLP always, always 
understood, is that because we live under 
constant political threat from forces from 
outside, Spain and sometimes the United 
Kingdom it has to be said, we have to be 
cautious in the way that we spend money 
and we have to take that into account in our 
spending.  I think the time has come that 
we’ve got to be setting some money aside, 
rather than be spending it all as if effectively 
there’s no tomorrow.  There is a tomorrow.

JB: Okay, so a couple of specific things 
from the budget…

Every year we see import duty reductions, 

many of them seem to be environmentally 
friendly and that’s very welcome. Do the 
GSD have a strategy, a plan behind what 
you would do with regards to import duty?  
Would it be a flat rate for all or would it be 
continuously judged year by year?

DF: At the moment it’s judged year by year.  
The burning issue in relation to import duty 
is of course tobacco revenue because the 
majority of import duty is accounted for by 
tobacco revenue.  Indeed in terms of the 
increases that we’ve seen in import duty over 
the last few years, roughly about half of it is 
the increases in the tobacco revenue.

Now that is what has got to be looked at.  
The problem here is it’s a very, very difficult 
situation because if import duty accounts for 
as it does today for about 28% Government 
revenue, most of it is tobacco revenue, how 
do you deal with it?

We have done a lot of brainstorming about 
how we are going to be approaching this.  
There is no quick fix and any plans have to 
be long term.  I am very fortunate that in the 
GSD I’ve got people such as Chris White who 
was the Commissioner of Income Tax for 
Gibraltar, and is the one of the leading tax 
lawyers in Gibraltar, and somebody like Roy 
Clinton whose an accountant, a banker, a 
President of the Bankers Association for two 
separate terms, he’s the CEO of one of the 
leading private banks here in Gibraltar and, 
with them we are working very closely in 
order to try and see how we can deal with 
this in the long term.

It’s difficult. I mean what the Government’s 
done over the last few years is increase import 
duty on tobacco right.  That discourages the 
sale of tobacco because let’s not forget, it 
brings down the margin.  But you see, there 
is a problem in that as well, and the problem 
is this, that if that margin becomes so close 
that the sale of tobacco is no longer profitable 
in Gibraltar, and you do that too quickly, then 
you could drop off a cliff as far as income 
is concerned.  It’s a very complex situation 
which I think the Government and Opposition 
should be working together on but I have 
suggested so many other things we could be 
working together on and Mr Picardo refuses 
to do so that I will not hold my breath.

JB: So what about for other small 
businesses not in the tobacco trade?

DF: Well, look you know …we welcome 

anything that gives wind to the sales of 
small businesses particularly those in main 
street who have felt the brunt of some of the 
measures that Spain introduced at the frontier 
and I know that certainly after the summer of 
2013, for a year and a half afterwards, were 
really in a difficulty situation.

Anything that obviously encourages lower 
prices and customers to buy more is good.  
I think for small businesses generally, one of 
the main planks of our policies at the next 
election is to try and see how far we can 
encourage start up businesses.  That’s very, 
very important for us.

One of the things that we’d like to do is 
introduce similar schemes to the ones seen 
in Manchester for example.   There they use 
containers…it’s absolutely extraordinary, 
they have containers the front of which is 
sliced off, then glass is added across the 
container to produce offices.  You have all 
these containers, within an enclosed area, 
each of them is like a separate office for 
small businesses; business incubators if you 
like.  And what you try and do is you try and 
attract small businesses to these incubators.  
Some may have common synergies with 
each other.  It’s cheap and provides office 
space.  You need to make sure that all the 
facilities (e.g. internet etc) are installed in 
the area etc.  It’s all done on a communal 
basis with no rent for example for the first 
three years.  One of the things I would love to 
do is try and introduce a scheme like that in 
Gibraltar. 

JB: Okay, excellent. Well, with regards to 
utilities, we’ve seen again no increase 
which is welcomed by all the community 
but in the past you’ve mentioned or 
suggested that your party may raise 
those.  Is that still the case today?

DF: My political opponents say that I have 
suggested that I would raise it.  I have said 
something nothing of the sort. What I have 
said in relation to electricity is that it is 
subsidised at the moment by the Government 
to the tune of about 40%.  If you’re building a 
power station that is going to cost you about 
£120m you just cannot ignore the issue 
because the subsidy will increase.  I believe 
a subsidy across the board for everyone 
regardless of income is not right.  Subsidies 
have to be targeted where they are needed.

I think that a subsidy for small business is 
good because in the current climate we need 
to be encouraging business but do you really 
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think that myself or Mr Picardo, both Partners 
at Hassans, should enjoy a subsidy of 40% 
or more in electricity?  I don’t believe that is 
right. subsidies should be targeted to people 
on middle or lower incomes.

It also ties in with our policy, our theme of 
political responsibility and of dealing with 
the culture of entitlement in Gibraltar and, 
of course, the assumption we spoke at the 
beginning that the good times are going to 
last forever.  The sooner that we move away 
from the culture that there is in Gibraltar that 
everybody is entitled to everything the better.  
I am very lucky that I’ve got people like Chris 
White, like Roy Clinton, Robert Vasquez that 
are helping us in relation to this so that we 
get the policy absolutely right.

JB: So with regards to businesses would 
that be the same kind of concept whereby 
depending on the business revenue or a 
size it will be subsidised or not perhaps?

DF: You need to wait for the policy.  What we 
will not do is add to the burden of medium to 
small size businesses.  

JB: Great.

DF: And of course then you’ve got to factor in 
as well the cost for businesses in other areas.  
The cost of broadband in Gibraltar and those 
kind of factors.   What you can’t do is add to 
an expense as long as other costs remains 
high.   But why should a rich man enjoy  a 
40% subsidy to heat his pool for example?

JB: Okay.

This year the Chief Minister has labelled 
the Budget as one for the start up 
businessman and the working man.  Do 
you have any new policies for this kind of 
micro entities and other small businesses, 
something that would be interesting for 
them?

DF: Well I’ve already given you what is going 
to be one of our flagship policy at the next 
election in relation to small businesses and 
don’t underestimate that because I think that 
having a coherent business start up policy 
in Gibraltar is very much needed.  And we 
think that we are going to be creating the 
necessary infrastructure for quite possibly up 
to 100 start up businesses so that’s going to 
be quite an exciting policy and it’s something 
that I’m really personally very excited about.

Is the Budget a budget for small businesses? 

I mean I’m not sure.  I’ll give him this, it’s not 
a budget where he has spent a lot of money.  
It’s probably quite a neutral budget and I’m 
glad that it’s a neutral budget because I think 
that Gibraltar cannot afford to be spending 
at the levels that we are spending at the 
moment.  So you know there’s an element of 
politics in the label that he has attributed to 
this particular budget.  I think that it’s a fairly 
neutral budget and bearing in mind what the 
Government has spent over the last 4 years 
I applaud that.

JB: What would your budget have looked 
like?  How different would it had been?

DF: Well my budget would have been a 
very neutral budget myself.  I mean I would 
have…what I can’t do is on the one hand 
say that we’re spending a lot of money and 
then go out on a spending spree.  I think that 
we in Gibraltar need to take a step back and 
think carefully about our expenditure.  We 
should be concentrating on the big projects 
that Gibraltar needs in order to make that 
leap forwards and that is the tunnel under 
the runway, the power station and also the 
sewage plant.  Those are the three projects 
that Gibraltar really, really needs.  

We have recently announced what is going to 
be a major project in our manifesto and that 
is the re-development of Victoria Stadium.  
We’ve got two major developments.  We’ve 
got the re-development of Victoria Stadium 
and we’ve got the same sex comprehensive 
school at the Rooke area both of which are 
going to be largely funded through the release 
of land as a consequence of moving around 
some of these schools for example, Bayside 
is going to the Rooke, Girls Comprehensive 
to the Rooke, Bishop Fitzgerald into the Girls 
Comprehensive, land is going to be released 
there and also the Technical College will go 
into the Rooke area as land is going to be 
released there too.  So a lot of it is going to 
be partly self funding.

But of course in relation to the Victoria 
Stadium, what we’re doing is we’re making an 
investment in the future and also preserving 
Europa Point because if we really want UEFA 
Cup Football in Gibraltar, and I really do want 
UEFA Cup Football in Gibraltar, we need to 
be providing a stadium whereby football can 
be played here.  We can bring football back 
home to Gibraltar and our vision for that is the 
Victoria Stadium.

I don’t rule out if the GFA come to me and say 
look we…there is a piece of land here which 

we think we can be building a stadium here, 
you as a Government can you give us this 
land for a nominal value.  Look as long as the 
Government is not asked to fund the stadium 
because we will not be providing a single 
penny to a GFA stadium that is, a football only 
stadium, we won’t do it, we won’t fund it, but 
I’m prepared to consider providing the land.  
Our vision is Victoria Stadium and it’s going 
to be multi purpose use and next week we’re 
going to be announcing what are those plans.  

But those are really the 3 projects that are 
essential to this community (the tunnel, power 
station and sewage plant) and our 2 projects 
(the schools and Victoria Stadium) which are 
going to be largely self funding that’s going to 
be in our manifesto.   Everything else is going 
to be fairly reasonable and responsible.  

JB: So what would you do with regards 
to the recurring expenses of the 
Government?

DF: It is very difficult to roll back recurrent 
expenditure.  In other words to cut recurrent 
expenditure is very difficult but what you’ve 
got to do is not add to it at the rate we’re 
adding.  I mean last year we over spent by 
£50m across Government departments.  
This year we’ve over spent by £28m alright, 
that’s an awful lot of money that we’re over 
spending.

So if you had budgetary discipline which is 
what I am effectively advocating, which is 
what Joe Bossano was advocating 20 years 
ago, that’s why I have a little bit of fun in 
the Parliament when I remind Joe Bossano 
that I am basically preaching in inverted 
commas because I don’t like to preach, what 
I am basically saying is what he was saying 
20 years ago.  Community Care has now 
been very well funded through Government 
surpluses.  The bulk of those surpluses have 
got to now be applied elsewhere. Debt is 
going to definitely increase to pay for the 
power station and the sewage plant.  Even 
if you use off balance sheet borrowing such 
as a PFI, indirect debt will increase.  In the 
UK of course PFIs are now included as part 
of the public debt. But when these projects 
are completed. We really need to take stock 
and set money aside rather than spend it all. 

I can tell you now, that if Joe Bossano was 
my immediate political opponent I have 
absolutely no doubt that we could agree 
broadly on the principles for the next 4 to 8 
years.  I have absolutely no doubt about that. 
Because in fact we’ve agreed across the floor 

of the House on this.  If we are going to talk 
about long term economic strategies it has to 
start at a political level.

JB: Okay, so I will skip a few questions 
because you’ve more or less answered 
them.   In what industry sectors to you 
see the financial future and main areas of 
development for Gibraltar PLC?

DF: I think obviously we’ve got to protect 
our gaming industry.  That’s an area that 
continues to grow and I hope will continue 
to grow into the future.  We had a policy 
whereby we were very selective in who we 
let into Gibraltar.  I think the Government has 
opened the tap slightly in relation to that.  I’m 
not necessarily criticising that but that’s an 
area I’d like to see protected and we need 
to encourage the banking sector to grow as 
well.  I mean we’ve seen a contraction in the 
banking area.  Again Roy is working very hard 
to develop policy in this area.

One of the things that I’ve always advocated 
and I’ve said it in Parliament and I’ve said 
it elsewhere, is that I think that what we 
should be commissioning on a cross party 
basis a study of all our competitors across 

jurisdictions, see what they’re doing well, see 
what they’re doing badly and see how we can 
improve on what they’re doing well and how 
we can obviously avoid what they’re doing 
badly.  I mean a number of years ago I was 
keen in introducing Shariah law legislation for 
example.  That never got off the ground and 
you know I accept some of the blame for that 
because in private practice it was gathering 
steam, I then became Minister for Justice and 
unfortunately I didn’t have financial services 
and I had other priorities.  I think that was 
an area that if we had gone into it in 2005 
when we were looking at it, myself, Marcus 
Killick, the Chairman of the Financial Services 
Commission and others, it would have been a 
huge growth area for Gibraltar.  So we’ve got 
to be looking at that new areas of potential 
area of growth.

But this requires very careful analysis of 
what are the areas globally where you could 
possibly develop niches.  Again it is apt for 
cross party support and approach.

JB: I think you’ve already covered this 
already, but anyway what is the single 
issue that most concerns you about 
Gibraltar at the moment.

DF: What concerns me most about Gibraltar 
is that we seem to have unfortunately run 
away spending.  That’s not only me saying 
that, that’s what Joe Bossano is saying.  
Look Joe Bossano in an interview with 
GBC said that perhaps the reason why the 
Government was overspending so much 
was because Government consultants were 
brainwashing Government Ministers.  That’s 
an extraordinary statement for him to make.  
It indicates quite rightly that he is worried 
about it and I think that what we’ve got to 
go back to is to that core philosophy actually 
that Joe Bossano was preaching 20 years 
ago which is let’s just start living within our 
means, let’s start bringing public debt down 
and let’s start thinking about tomorrow and 
not about the present so much.  Lets save for 
a rainy day too.

JB: Okay.  Thank you very much.
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theHRDept.

and the expected behaviours in your business 
and for the new employee to learn all of this.  
We estimate the true cost to be around 
£2,000.

Therefore making sure this initial training 
is effective makes financial sense. The 
alternative of not getting this right is not only 
costly for your business but also can put a 
drain on other employees who are covering 
for the vacant position and training the new 
employee.  If your initial training is ineffective 
the new employee may well be ineffective 
too.

If your recruitment and selection process 
is robust, based on clear evidence that is 
linked to the role requirements then you are 
likely to offer the job to a great candidate.  
However if your recruitment and selection 
is inconsistent, based on gut feeling and not 
on solid evidence you may end up with the 
wrong person.

If your induction program is well planned, has 
everyone’s buy in and is delivered well, you 
are more likely to retain your new employee 
for a number of years.  If your induction 
program is non-existent or consists of “here 
is your desk and that’s the kitchen over there” 
then you may be starting the recruitment 
earlier than expected and you will certainly 
be less financially well off.
When an employee leaves how much 
knowledge goes with them?

Every employee who leaves you company 
takes their knowledge with them.  It is your 
responsibility to mitigate this risk.

There may be a number of people able 
to do what your former employee did, but 
they don’t have the specific knowledge they 
had. It’s not just about putting numbers 
in a spreadsheet, writing code, or selling a 
product. It’s about knowing the people, the 
culture, the location of relevant information, 
what the client likes and many other things 
that come from working for a company for a 
long period of time. 

All that is lost when and employee leaves. 
And sometimes it’s more than just general 
company knowledge. How many of your 
employees have their jobs documented well 
enough that a new person would be able 
to pick up the role without this information.  
Make sure you have at least one person to 
cover each role fully not just in an emergency.  
It is good practice to have procedures for all 
roles and have them checked and updated 
regularly.

The alternative is you could just leave it to the 
new person to figure it out on his or her own 
and hope they don’t make any costly errors 
during their learning process.

This doesn’t mean you should hold on to poor 
performing employees however you should 
first try to train, coach and correct them.

High turnover is expensive and should be 
avoided by having a policy of retaining talent.

Retaining talent 
is important

If you don’t believe me, consider 
the cost of not retaining talent.

High Employee Turnover is Costly.  
Do you know how much it costs to recruit a 
new employee? Or how much does it cost to 
train a new employee?

These are some questions you should know 
the answers to if you are running or managing 
a business.

There are some easily quantifiable costs 
such as agency fees or advertising however 
there are also those costs that are difficult to 
quantify such as the time spent interviewing. 
And training

Even if you don’t use a recruitment agency, 
the administration time for recruiting can 
be lengthy.   If you do use an agency, you 
have their fees in addition to the time you 
spend interviewing and selecting.  This can 
add up to as much as a quarter of the salary.  
Lets take the example of an Office Manager 
earning a salary of £25,000 pa. The cost of 
recruitment can be as much as £6,250.

Imagine if every time an employee left you had 
to write a personal cheque for one quarter of 
their salary, you may see the importance of 
retention in a different light.

New employees need to understand not 
only the tasks of the role but have to gain 
knowledge of who is who in the company.  
Who the clients are and what are their 
expectations.  They will also need to have an 
understanding of your business before they 
can provide a competent productive service.  

Taking into consideration the time required 
from various people to teach and review work 
with the new employee means that you will 
be paying two salaries for one job for a short 
while. It takes time to understand the culture

• Revised requirements
• How they affect you
• What you need to do

Quality Management System standard ISO 9001 is undergoing 
significant revisions. Currently at Draft International Standard (DIS) 
stage, the new ISO 9001:2015 is due to be published in September 
2015.

This article discusses the anticipated changes proposed to the 
structure and the content of the standard, and what these changes 
will mean for organisations and their quality management systems.

Guidance on how to understand the changes and manage the 
transition process will help to ensure that your organisation is 
compliant and prepared for assessment against the new standard.

Intended for:
• Organisations with ISO 9001:2015
• Organisations seeking ISO 9001 Certification
• Organisations implementing ISO 9001 systems

Contents
• Introduction
• Current status of ISO 9001:2015
• Summary of key proposed changes to ISO 9001:2015
• What happens next?
• Training and support

Introduction
The Quality Management System standard ISO 9001 is being revised 
and will become ISO 9001:2015. ISO anticipates that ISO 9001:2015 
will be published in September 2015. This revision of ISO 9001 is 
set to be significant as a result of fundamental changes to both the 
structure and contents of the standard.

All management system standards are subjected to a periodic review 
process, normally every 5 years, to ensure that the standard:

• continues to meet the needs and demands of interested parties
• maintains relevance in the marketplace as the diversity of users 
increases, taking account of industry and technological changes
• provides a consistent foundation for future needs and requirements 
of a quality management system standard

Current status of ISO 9001:2015
ISO 9001:2015 is currently at the Draft International Standard (DIS) 
stage. This is the first publicly available draft of the standard and 
provides an indication of what requirements might be included in the 
final version. It is important to note hat this is not the final version 
of the standard and further changes may be made before the final 
version.

ISO9001:2015- 
Introducing the Changes

Summary of the key proposed changes to ISO 9001:2015
Note that the following information is based upon the proposed 
changes in the ISO 9001:2015 DIS and as such is subject to change 
in the final version of the standard.

High level Annex SL structure
The standard will adopt the high level Annex SL structure that will 
contain the following clauses:

1. Introduction
2. Scope
3. Normative references
4. Terms and Conditions
5. Context of the organisation
6. Leadership

What happens next?
The migration process to the revised standard starts now.
Companies should start to familiarise themselves with the proposed 
structure and requirement of DIS ISO 9001:2015.

Intenal planning and communication should start now, and include the 
preparation required to modify existing quality management systems 
as necessary.

Top management needs to understand its new obligations and internal 
auditors will need to undergo training to equip themselves to assess 
against the new standard.

Training and Support
T L Consulting Limited and Verification International will be providing 
transition workshops on how to prepare and implement the revised 
requirements in line with the timelines for continued accredited 
certification.

For further information please contact Tony Lopez on 20075476 or 
David Balkwell on 00441909501000

7. Planning
8. Support
9. Operation
10. Performance evaluation
11. Improvement
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Six months into 2015.

It’s only when talking to newcomers to the 
Rock that you realise the extent to which 
Gibraltar is viewed as, “on a roll”. Believe me 
I’m getting seriously bored with having 
to write up news of growth, building, 
rising prices and a general feel good 
factor......”where’s the feckin downturn” I’m 
hearing  you all yell at me – well, actually……

As much as one likes to pretend to know all 
there is to know about property, and believe 
me Estate Agents have a habit of this,(some 
more than others and some, who really go the 
extra mile ….. avoid these please); the fact is 
that it’s you, the market, buyers, vendors that 
dictate where we head to next. Yes, agents 
will influence and will steer, but it will be the 
confidence in the market, in you, that drives 
the property agenda.

We are incredibly fortunate in Gibraltar to 
have had a period of economic growth 
that has lasted for nearly 20 years!! This 
is almost unprecedented and clearly not the 
norm, we’ve all heard of economic cycles; 
economists try to predict them and invariably 
get it horribly wrong; so I’m not about to start 
making any predictions, I’m no economist 
, but it’s fair to say that our recent 5 year 
property bubble isn’t looking like it’s about to 
get pricked anytime soon.

April this year saw some rates per sqm 
reach close to a peak of £7,000; this 
unless otherwise informed is the highest rate 
achieved to date in Gibraltar and once again 
continues to support the view that the high 
value market which we have spoken about 
on various occasions, is very much here to 
stay. This is further supported by recent High 
Value clients relocating to the Rock and the 
fact that some are not just using Gibraltar 
as their residency, but rather looking at the 
possibilities of investing sizeable funds into 
a jurisdiction they believe has a great deal 
of mileage.

Some of the clients that we have been 
dealing with over the past few months and 
their confidence and interest in Gib, really 
do underpin our thoughts, on the fact that 
the market drives the market. In particular 

the substantial external influence from 
high value international buyers relocating 
to what is in fact, a relatively small 
market ………..the effects therefore 
can sometimes be difficult to accept from 
a local perspective. I believe the term I’m 
alluding to is “thinking from outside of the 
box”. In my view, if one was going to make 
predictions (dangerous I know) they should 
be supported by some evidence; so here’s 
another quote for you “the proof is in the 
pudding”. Prices aren’t being made up; 
they are a reflection of a demand that is 
fuelled by new sources and an economy 
in continued growth…….!

Oddly enough, a great part of what prompted 
me to write the above was a conversation I 
had with a young up and coming lawyer (no 
names mentioned) who was, in part, shocked 
at the levels prices had reached in Gibraltar 
and the recent success of high value off-plan 
sales in Midtown. His concern was centred on 
the alienation of local first time buyers unable 
to meet the pricing levels reached. To be fair 

he is right to take issue, an average first time 
buyer would need to seek lending almost 12 
times their salary, in order to purchase within 
some of our mid-end/ high-end schemes.

Question: is Gibraltar moving 
into territory where applicants 
with limited means are not being 
catered for, or where the mid and 
high level markets are driving 
prices to the extent that even the 
lower sector is being adversely 
affected? 

I will answer with trepidation and at 
the risk of being ostracized from the 
community…………..NO! Unlike most 
other high value jurisdictions, Gibraltar has 
consistently catered for its own, we have 
done so for over twenty years in the form of 
affordable housing. This very model is why 
I believe Gibraltar is successful as a great 
place for people from all walks of life to 

relocate to.

Whilst one continues to be mined numbingly 
annoying with outbursts of positivity and 
bullishness, I can’t but help to also consider 
the threats that our property sector and more 
specifically our economy may face. It would be 

fair to say that although our politics with Spain 
are not seeing the most fruitful moments, it is 
also true to say that regardless of our status 
quo, we have never really suffered, whatever 
their mood. A bigger concern might be the 
prospect of a U.K wanting to leave the E.U… 
I can just hear the palpitations of the financial 

services community, most of whom might be 
spending more time in the cloak room than 
ever before. 

From an objective point of view, the 
chances of the U.K leaving are low….the 
prospect of the Germans and the French 
actually allowing the Brits to actually 
go is akin to that famous John McEnroe  
quote “ you cannot be serious!”. 

Nevertheless, this is in my view the greatest 
concern and just the idea of it will hang a 
light cloud over heads for a while.

Louis C. Montegriffo
Managing Director
BMI Group

…….over 200 off-plan units sold, near 26,000sqm of offices launched, a new bank, a 
new university and from the sounds of it, a great deal more to come!
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When individuality hits 
the wall of unforeseen 
circumstance

S P E C I A L

You’ve all seen the action from 
this season’s exciting season of 
Rock Chef and how each episode 
unfolded in a greater drama than 
ever before. The thrills and spills 
of cooking better, faster and more 
creatively made the latest Rock 
Chef a journey to remember. At 
Intouch we wanted to relive that 
adventure in food straight through 
from the beginning to the exciting, 
unpredictable final through the 
eyes of the contestants themselves. 
We start where it all began, with 
the cooking of the signature dishes 
and the tackling of the mystery box.

Shaun Zammittt made a pan-fried fillet of 
Gilt-head bream (‘dorada’) with a fennel 
langoustine cream and a pea purée as 
his signature dish. “The ‘dorada’ fillet was 
fried until the skin was crispy, with the 
langoustines fried with garlic and the sauce 
had the aniseed flavour of the fennel running 
through it which gave it an intense flavour 
without overpowering the delicate texture 
and flavour of the fish itself. The pea puree 
is simply peas blitzed up with some cream, 
salt and pepper, giving something different 
to the typical side dish. The judges enjoyed it 
quite a bit, especially because I managed to 
find a good piece of fish and some really juicy 
langoustines.”

He said that while the pressure in the rest of 
the competition increased throughout every 
round, during the opening day it was a bit 
more relaxed because the contestants went 
there knowing what they were cooking: “In 
the second round we were a little more on 
edge because with the mystery box challenge 
we all had to deal with the ingredients being 
thrown at us and decide there and then what 
we were going to do with them.

Zulayma Gilbert made rollitos as her 
signature dish (consisting of a thin rolled 

layer of beef with cheese, ham, chives, egg, 
olives and nuts) accompanied by carrot and 
mushroom smoky paprika mash topped with 
an almond salsa. “In the end the time and 
pressure caught up with me and although 
the rollito came out okay, the judges said the 
mash tasted like a school dinner! Somehow I 
managed to get through thanks to the taste 
of rollitos and that someone else did worse!” 
she chuckled.

Hot and cold
Liz Smith was the only contestant to try to 
make a dessert, and unknown to her it was an 
inspired choice. “I made a lemon tart which 
the judges described as perfect even though 
it was only made from home-grown lemons, 
sugar and cream, using a sweet pastry base. 
I think I had an advantage because not only 
did no-one else do it but with all the dishes 
having to sit around for quite a while before 
they were judged so for a tart the colder it 
got the better it tasted. But for others the 
opposite was true, so I think that gave me the 
slight edge, even though I didn’t know that 
was going to happen.”

Kaelan Joyce affirmed this oversight 
significantly affected the quality of his 
signature dish, as his monkfish and clam 
coriander-flavoured rice with prawn stock 
stood in the kitchen waiting to be tasted for 
over an hour: “The monkfish continued to 
cook on in the water and the rice, which was 
meant to be liquid, got all stodgy so it meant 
the food was not as it was meant to be when 

served straight off the hob. The judges said 
it was bland and overcooked, which in the 
conditions, was expected, but they did give 
me credit for making my own stock because 
rather than using cubes I tried to make it 
from the prawn heads, which helped me 
scrape through.”

Jonathan Cruz said that the one hour wait to 
inspect his dish was the reason for his failure 
to progress from the first round: “My prawn 
risotto was cold by the time it got inspected 
so it tasted as if it was raw. I only entered 
because I was bored and it was a shame I 
left so early.”

For her signature dish Joelle wanted to use 
ingredients that she normally used at home, 
which include seafood, cream and wine so 
she was a bit adventurous and chose to make 
a dish she had only done a few times before. 

“It wasn’t like I expected because I thought 
we would be under much more pressure 
that day until I nearly cut the whole tip of my 
finger off that,” said Joelle. “It was’t because 
I was cutting any vegetables but because I 
was a bit negligent and put the knife wrongly 
on the table. That set a precedent for me 
regarding time as I lost about 35 minutes of 
the whole hour I had, but I was determined 
and I think I did the best I could and the dish 
was marvellous, although when it as it was 
sitting there for more than an hour, the salt 
of the parma ham basket infused the sauce. 
That was correctly noted by the judges but 

this was because of the production needs, 
and this is what usually happens.”

American-born Samantha Beard went for 
a personalised fritter: “I took cornflour and 
mixed it with water, ironed it out into a disc and 
pan-fried it, so it was like a thick crispy tortilla 
made of corn with three different toppings of 
mango salsa, chicken avocado and black 
bean,” said Sam, whose enthusiasm was not 
matched by the judges. “Vicky said it was 
impossible to judge because it was so simple 
it couldn’t be compared to anybody else’s 
dish, while Matt refused to try the mango 
salsa because he said he already knew what 
it tasted like. Fortunately, there was someone 
who made worse.”

Box of tricks
In the Mystery Box round, Matt was looking 
for knowledge on how to bring ingredients 
together they would not normally combine. 
“We deliberately didn’t give them potatoes, 
tomatoes or garlic so they couldn’t make 
a basic dish even though they had some 
foundation ingredients like eggs, flour, milk 
and butter. They had monkfish tail, a whole 
rabbit, quinoa, fennel, onion, pepper, beetroot, 
tarragon and a couple of other strange 
ingredients like chilli and vanilla just to trip 
them up. I said to them before we started that 
they shouldn’t just give me a whole piece of 
something like roasting the rabbit. I wanted 
to see them doing some preparation like 
taking the saddle or the legs off as opposed 
to serving it whole. The majority of them 
apart from Zulayma went for the rabbit in 
the end which takes a bit more to prepare 
than the monkfish, which would’ve been the 
safe option. The rabbit takes a little more to 
prepare which when left too long can taste dry 
and horrible, especially with the saddle, with 
which you’ve got a borderline of one or two 
minutes before it’s overcooked. Kaelan’s was 
overcooked but others managed to master it. 
We were looking for different flavours with 

the knowledge of combining the ingredients 
together to make them work.”

Shaun opted to debone the saddle of the 
rabbit, stuffing it with a mixture of its offal 
with quinoa to and roasting it alongside its leg 
which was all covered in a sauce made from 
the bones and offcuts of the rabbit. Overall, 
the judges felt the dish tasted okay except it 
lacked something else to bring it all together 
as the roast beetroot it was served with was a 
bit undercooked. “To try to counteract the fact 
that the beetroot was slightly hard I just cut it 
as thinly as possible and just served a couple 
of slices to accompany the rabbit,” he said. 

Joelle said the mystery dish gave her the 
option of using salmon, which she was 
familiar with but at the same time wary of 
using as it is a common part of many cooking 
TV productions: “When I saw it was a relief 
but then there was vanilla, dark chocolate, 
chilli and rabbit. So I went very rural and 
Spanish on the plate, infusing the rabbit with 
some herbs, quinoa infused with parmesan 
and some little crepes I came up with on the 
spot. I think that got me through because 
sometimes less is more and I didn’t over-
complicate myself.”

In the heat of the moment
Liz chose to cook the monkfish with the 
quinoa as its base, which she said “is like 
cous cous in that it is quite bland, so I mixed 
it with a lot of the fresh herbs we had”. She 
poached the monkfish in the fennel and 
milk out of which she made a moose sauce, 
drawing a positive response from Vicky and 
Matt. “They were complementary about the 
fish saying it was well-cooked and that the 
quinoa was bland,” Liz continued. “Vicky told 
me that I should have blitzed the fennel in the 
milk but it seemed someone had hidden the it.”

In response Kaelan said that somehow it 
ended up in his cupboard, before going on 
to blame the sharpness of his knives for 
his inability to carve up the rabbit, which he 
chose so as not to do monkfish again. “The 
cameraman found that quite funny, and 
although things didn’t go too well at first, 
they picked up soon after,” recalled Kaelan. “I 
made sure the beetroot was well-cooked with 
a parmesan cheese on top and they thought 
that was bland even though when Sam 
made it with cheese it was nice. I just made 
the quinoa with some olive oil and chives 
because I didn’t really know what to do with 
it as I hadn’t cooked it before. Maybe I could 
have put some more sauce on the saddle of 

EARLY ROUNDS

the rabbit, which I made with the leftovers of 
the rabbit with some herbs I had there along 
with cream, salt and pepper.”

The whole idea of cooking (especially local) 
meats or fish was an anathema to Sam, who 
was more used to working with vegetables 
during her life. In this light she bypassed it 
completely and rolled out her own ravioli from 
a dough she made herself filled with beetroot, 
fennel and parmesan cheese. But the judges 
were clearly not impressed. “If someone 
would give me those ingredients and told 
me to make something, that would be what 
I would make, and I would be happy,” said 
Sam. “But Vicky didn’t like it at all. She asked 
me why I made pasta when I was not good at 
making it. But making pasta by hand is not 
going to result in perfect pasta; you need to 
use a machine to do it properly. So why did I 
make pasta? Well, I wanted to.”

Seeing that nearly everyone else was going 
for the rabbit, Zulayma chose to cook the 
monkfish as a chilly salsa stir-fry with fennel 
and loads of the greens that were there on 
the side. The judges loved it so much, she 
got a ‘Get out of Jail Free card’ for the next 
round. Matt admitted that there were times he 
doubted Zulayma, as a mum-of-two getting 
her cooking skills under the microscope for 
the first time ever in a public setting: “With 
the mystery box challenge she was preparing 
monkfish and quinoa with a fennel and 
pepper stir-fry. We didn’t think it was going 
to work but when she delivered the dish it 
was the best-tasting dish of all of them. She 
always seemed like the underdog but when 
she got to it she somehow pulled it out of the 
bag and made it work.”
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Attracting tourists to Irish 
Town is Cork’s biggest 
challengeS P E C I A L

With the third episode of Rock Chef 
being filmed on location at Cork’s 
Wine Bar, we talked to the main 
characters involved and found 
out more than we bargained for. 
In particular, its owner had some 
issues he felt needed tackling in 
the near future to continue the 
growth of the catering industry on 
the Rock, and he was keen to voice 
them.

“I would like to see a more flexible approach 
to employment law from the government,” 
said Corks General Manager Gino Jimenez. 
“The speed in which I can employ somebody 
is limited as there are times when something 
unexpected happens and you need to go 
through the whole ETB process. However, 
I welcome more stringent controls on 
employment and hygiene as throughout my 
14 years here there are time when I’ve felt we 
were not on the same playing field. If you’re 
not strict on in this area you have the case 
of someone down the road not registering 
their employees and that resulting in that they 
can offer a cheaper product. On the whole 

in Gibraltar PLC, it’s not fair some of us are 
working hard on these areas, and others 
aren’t because the system doesn’t punish 
them.”

He finds it frustrating that he cannot advertise 
on Main Street that Irish Town actually exists, 
which means he has had to pull his socks 
up and survive on the bread and butter of 
local clientele. “In Irish Town, come summer 
time, our business slows down as a result, 
much the opposite to the rest of the catering 
industry, because we are indoors and the 
hidden secrets of town are not aware to 
visitors.”

Under his guidance, his cooking team are 
continually recreating their menu, giving 
them an opportunity to break from the norm 
and adapt to the latest market demands.

“We’re constantly evolving and changing,” 
said Jimenez. “Nowadays everybody’s health 
conscious and we provide for that. Long gone 
are the days when you could sit on your high 
chair and just wait for the customers to come 
in.”

Ten years ago, however, he made the mistake 
of introducing the gastro-pub concept into his 
menus but the public was not prepared for it 
yet. But a flood of food programmes on TV and 
an influx of foreign professionals changed all 
that, confirming the vision of Corks he had 
was just slightly ahead of its time. “It helped 
open people’s minds and palates from the 
traditional food of pies and sandwiches to 
what we serve today,” said Jimenez. “You can 
tell people are more well-travelled nowadays 
and more conscious about what they eat, 
opening up their minds to new cuisine and 
increasing expectation across the board. The 
pressure is on to produce and find the right 
balance.”

Initial struggle
The pressure was definitely on in the Rock 
Chef episode, as Corks Head Chef Rafael 
Cordon reported: “They did quite well 
because they didn’t know anything about 

the menu, nor how the kitchen was set up. 
But the eventual winner, Joelle, seemed to 
have more initiative as she would redo each 
dish properly. While the others would ask 
more questions she had the confidence and 
attention to get things done from the word 
go and not only that her dishes tasted really 
good. There were 40 orders and even though 
they took more time, considering there were 
14 people in a small space and you could 
hardly move everything went really smoothly.
He said the other two struggled a bit more, 
even though they were nice people they 
knew it was not something they were 
made for: “They would put interest in but 
it wouldn’t come out as well as Joelle, with 
Kaelan in particular not listening when we 
told him how to cut things. At first I thought 
it was going to be a disaster but it was not 
until they started moving that I saw they had 
the possibility of carrying out the lunchtime 
trade, that’s totally different to the evening 
business.”

Jimenez said that typically lunchtime is an 
hour of madness: “Whereas in the evening 
you can have more attention to detail, here 
customers have an hour’s break and you 
have to perform. In a way it was easier 
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Starters / Appetisers

Home Made Soup of The Day   £4.50
(served with crusty bread)

Chicken Croquettes – Mayo Dip  £4.95  

(V)“Croquettas ai Funghi” £5.95
wild Mushroom Croquettes with 
Coriander Ali Oli 

Chicken Liver & Pedro Ximenez Patê £5.95
with country bread toast & “membrillo” Quince

Chicken Goujons £4.95
with Mango Chutney Relish

(V) Hummus & Pitta Bread  £4.75

(V) Nachos £5.50
served with Sour Cream, Jalapeños, 
Guacamole, Tomato Salsa & Melted Cheese 

(V) Garlic Bread  £2.95

(V) Garlic Bread with Cheese £3.50

Salads

Warm Goats Cheese Salad £5.95  or £9.25
Nestled on a bed of mixed leaves with walnuts, 
dates & crispy bacon - drizzled with a honey & 
Dijon mustard dressing

(V) Creamy Gorgonzola Cheese, 
Pear & Walnut Rocket Salad  £6.45 or £10.25
drizzled with Fresh Oregano Citrus Dressing

CAESARS SALADS

Chicken Caesar   £5.99 or £9.25
(Chicken breast; crispy pancetta; egg; 
mixed leaves; croutons and our caesar 
& parmesan dressing)

King Prawn Caesar £6.75 or £11.95 
(Grilled King Prawns; crispy pancetta; egg; 
mixed leaves; croutons and our caesar & 
parmesan dressing)

Cajun Salmon Caesar  £6.75 or £10.95
(Cajun Salmon Fillet; crispy pancetta; egg; 
mixed leaves; croutons  and our caesar & 
parmesan dressing)

Filled Sandwiches
(Served with French Fries & Salad Garnish)

Smoked BBQ Pulled Beef Brioche £7.95
(Slow cooked pulled beef shank served with our 
tangy BBQ & mustard sauce) 

Croque-Monsier £7.50
(Grilled ham & gruyère cheese focaccia topped 
with béchamel au gratin)

(V) Goat’s cheese £7.95
with avocado mousse, sundried tomato & 
grilled zucchini focaccia

Chicken Pesto Baguette £6.95
(Chicken breast, green pesto & mayo)

Chicken & Curried Mayonnaise Baguette  £6.95

Pasta

King Prawn linguini & creamy pil-pil £11.95

Spaghetti Bolognese £7.95

Smoked Salmon & baby spinach creamy linguini £10.95

(V) Crispy broccoli £9.95
with courgette & slow cooked tomato linguini 
drizzled with sun-dried tomato oil 

The Cork’s Burger
(all served with our Gourmet Salad, Tomato Relish & French Fries)

Classic Beef Burger   £8..95
(pure & simple 100% prime beef)
 
Mexican Burger  £9.95
(Our Classic Burger served with Guacamole, 
Jalapeño peppers, mild chilli sauce & mature 
cheddar cheese)  

Kobe Beef Burger  £10.95
(Japanese Wagyu Beef delicacy)

(V) Soya Bean Burger   £8.95
(served in a French Brioche) 

Burger Extras   extra per ingredient: 75p
Bacon, cheddar cheese, blue cheese, goat’s 
cheese, pork sausage, fried egg, fried 
onions....

Char-Grilled Meat & Poultry
(served with potatoes & vegetables unless otherwise stated)

Char Grilled Fillet Steak £17.95

Char Grilled Chicken Breast £9.95
(add black pepper & brandy cream sauce or 
creamy wild mushroom sauce £2.95 extra)

Chicken cordon bleu £11.95
& cheddar cheese sauce with chips 

Cumberland Sausages £9.95
with creamy mashed potatoes & gravy

Huevos Rotos  £9.95
(Traditional Spanish oven baked eggs , chorizo, 
serrano ham & fried green peppers on a bed of 
potatoes & onion) 

Grilled Medallions of Pork  £12.50
with Creamy Pedro Ximenez & Raisin Sauce

Tandoori Chicken Breast £11.95
Served with Aromatic Rice, Warm Naan Bread 
& Yoghurt Sauce

Brochettes

Moroccan Lamb Skewers £12.95
(with rice, salad, mint yoghurt dip & flat bread)

Marinated Chicken Skewers £10.95
(with chips, salad, curried mayo & flat bread)

Fish

Traditional Fish & Chips regular £7.95 large £9.95
(Beer Battered Cod with Chips 
Salad & Tartar Sauce)  

Gallo al Limon £9.95
(Fried John Dory Strips Marinated overnight in 
Lemon & Garlic served with Chips, Mayo Dip & 
Salad) 
 

Pan Roasted Chili & Lime Zest Salmon £12.95
on a bed of Saffron Rice & Spinach Sauté

Desserts
Please ask one of our team for today’s selection £3.95

B R E A KM A I N
F A S TM E N U

(Served till 12p.m.)

Corks Full English £6.95
Two eggs any style, two sausages, two bacon rashers, 
baked beans, baked tomatoes, mushrooms and toast. 
Includes tea, coffee or juice.

Corks Light Breakfast £4.35
Half the Full English for a Lighter Start to the day.

(V) Corks Full Veggie £6.95
Two vegetarian sausages, two eggs cooked to your 
liking, mushrooms, baked beans, grilled tomato and 
toast. Includes tea coffee or juice.

(V) Corks Half Veggie £4.95
Half the Full Veggie for a lighter start to the day.

Toasts:  £1.50
with Jams & Preserves

Toasted bread with:
Bacon  £3.35
Bacon & Egg  £3.90
Sausage  £3.35
Sausage & Egg  £3.90
Cheese  £2.90
Ham  £2.90
Ham & Cheese  £3.35
Tomato Mozarella & Oregano £3.35
Grilled Chicken breast  £4.30
Serrano Ham, Tomato Spread, Olive Oil & 
Pan de Pelayo £3.95
Cork’s BLT  £4.15
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato
Breakfast Toast £4.35
bacon, sausage & egg

YOGHURT & CEREAL
Greek yoghurt with fresh fruit & granola £4.25
Greek yoghurt with fruits of the forest, 
honey & walnuts £4.95
Muesli with dried fruit, yoghurt & Honey £4.95
Porridge served with dried fruit & honey £4.95

Local Favourite Early Birdy £2.50
with choice of tea or coffee * 50p extra 
Churros for Farmhouse 
Sliced Toast Granary bread
Toasted Roll 
Pan de Campo

EGGS GALORE
(V) Two Eggs cooked to your liking
(poached, fried or scrambled, served with
your choice of toasted bread) £3.90
 
(V) Guacamole Eggs
2 eggs cooked to your liking and served
with fresh mozzarella cheese, guacamole
and toasted granary bread.   £4.95

Smoked Salmon with Scrambled Eggs
served with your choice of toasted bread £5.75

Smoked Salmon, Baby Spinach, Scrambled Eggs & 
Avocado Breakfast Wrap  £6.95

(V) Goat’s Cheese, Baby Spinach, Scrambled Eggs &
Avocado Mousse Breakfast Wrap  £6.25 

Eggs Benedict with Serrano Ham served on 
an English muffin £5.75

(V) Eggs Florentine 2 Poached eggs with baby spinach 
sautè on an English muffin topped with Hollandaise 
sauce. £4.75

Eggs Royale, Poached eggs & smoked salmon on an 
English muffin topped with Hollandaise sauce. £5.95

(V) Grilled Asparagus, Poached Eggs, Parmesan 
Shavings& Hollandaise Sauce £5.95

(V) Tripple Egg White Omelette
Served with Fresh Avocado & Lime £3.95

(V) Mushroom & Cheddar Cheese Omelette
Served in a French Brioche Sandwich £4.95
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because they had all the elements prepared 
for them so all they had to do was assemble 
the dish and present the dish, cooking the 
meats in the process.”

Zulayma Gilbert said she found it hard at 
first because she felt the place was not very 
well prepared, especially as the idea was to 
cook their food in the way they always did 
it so knowing how that was done was no 
easy task, even after the illustration. “We had 
a lot of meats on the go at the same time 
and because each client wanted it well-done, 
media or rare, it was very hard to cook them 
to the desired point,” said Zulayma, who 
was in charged of the meats. “It was a very 
small kitchen in which we all contributed to 
the same dishes. Joelle Baglietto was doing 
the vegetables and side dishes, with Kaelan 
Joyce putting the salad on.”

Deep end
Kaelan himself said that even though the 
three of them were supposed to rotate, 
because it took them a while to get going they 
just stayed in their places. “Then the judges 
were complaining I did less because I was in 
the starter section,” he said. “But they should 
have rotated us. Then Vicky came over during 
the programme and told me how to cut an 
onion ‘properly’, to which I told her that I’d 

already been told I was doing it fine by the 
other chef. So she turns around and asks 
me if they had ever gone to catering college. 
I looked at her and asked her if she was 
serious. I wasn’t aware you needed a degree 
to cut an onion. How can you tell someone 
that?”

Afterwards they all got together and Kaelan 
got thrown off the programme with the 
remark that they knew he could cook but 
he had not truly shown them what he could 
do, at which point he gave his rant on TV. In 
his defence, Zulayma suggested that it was 
harder to do a dish in a certain prescribed 
way that people expected, compared to the 
way they did it at home so that in this respect 
she felt the trio did well.

Matt said it as this was the first round when 
they were out and about local eateries, it 
was a real test of their ability to swim when 
thrown into the deep end: “I was told to leave 
them so they could work as a team, and they 
did, some more than others in that round, but 
it proved to be a real taster of what it takes 
to put out a lunch service,” said Matt. “I really 
liked Kaylan and you can see he knows how 
to cook but his section was like a war zone, 
with pieces of pepper, 
onion and garlic skins 
everywhere. I went 
over to him and told 
him it looked like a car 
crash!”

Despite his fun-
loving nature Kaelan 
told Intouch his 
participation in the 
competition had been 
a great experience: 
“I laughed a lot, I 
met some really nice 

people and it made me realise that cooking 
in a real kitchen was harder than I thought, 
apart from the fact that I don’t know how to 
cut an onion! I though the judges were alright 
but Vicky in particular was a bit harsh and 
she showed a bit of favouritism from the 
beginning. I would do it all over again, but 
maybe not next year!”

Joelle was worried at first when she got to 
Corks: “I was wondering how I was going 
to cope with a menu that was unknown to 
me because I didn’t know the dishes, how to 
present them and the components involved. 
But once I go there the Gino and his chefs 
were wonderful, but I think that day I kept 
calm, followed instructions and did very well. 
I noticed myself in control and even though I 
have a strong character and tend to answer 
back, that day we were like sheep following 
the shepherd and I think that day we became 
shepherds ourselves.”
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Blue Anchor:  
The challenge of cooking 
fish simply

S P E C I A L

A lunchtime in all of our local 
eateries can be a tough request 
for those not acquainted with 
the rigours of a working kitchen, 
but when you are talking about a 
location that is completely new the 
need to be in top gear is increased 
even more. 

Blue Anchor only opened a few months earlier 
but it is already proving to be a considerable 
success in the relatively new area of Chatham 
Counterguard. We caught up with its creator 
and owner Ian Estella, who told us a bit about 
how from a basis of fish he was probing the 
local palate into new directions.

“Although most of the dishes have been 
with us since day one, occasionally we 
do introduce different types of dishes like 
tagines,” said Ian. “People are very keen 
on North African cuisine so our seafood 
tagines are especially popular with prawns 
and anchovies. Some of them are moulded 
on what my late grandmother used to do at 
home twisting them and playing with them 
a bit, poaching the sauce with Moroccan 
spices. We specialise in octopus and we do 
three styles of them, as well as fresh fish of 
course. I’ve also been trying to come up with 
Italian dishes like our Mussel Sambuca and 
others involving Indian spices to reflect that 
community here.

“We have a very relaxed and sociable way of 
eating here, and that’s what our customers 
come for,” he said. “It’s either tapas or half 
portions of fried and grilled fish which gives 

clients the chance to try different types of 
dishes with friends and family as the sharing 
is very important. It’s like being at home and 
very relaxed. Some tourists come in and want 
a starter, main course and dessert but once 
we explain the sharing concept to them they 
take it well. At first they find it a bit strange 
for our clients to get food from the same plate 
but in the end it gets a very good acceptance 
from them.”

The health factor of fish is a big incentive, 
as is the possibility to go gluten-free, making 
his menu a big hit with those concerned with 
their diets or with special requirements. He 
bases his product on his idea of offering 
“simple food, cooked properly, at reasonable 
prices” using his tried and tested techniques 
that were perhaps not totally clear to the 
Rock Chef contestants at first. 

With Ian being asked to participate in the 
Rock Chef programme just a few months 
after he opened, he said it was a big boost 
to his fledgling business: “Everything helps, 
I suppose, much like the GFSB as a whole, 
that has always been there for me in my time 
of need.”

Learning the ropes
Judge Matt described the kitchen in the 
Blue Anchor as “really small, fitting one or 
two chefs maximum” and in that cramped 
environment, Shaun Zammitt, Samantha 
Beard and Liz Smith had to produce “a 
variety of simple dishes” from their own set 
stations. 
“The preparation of the ingredients for 
the contest, cleaning of the fishes, oil 
temperature and flour used all contribute to 
making the dishes work,” said Ian. “It may 
have appeared simple but that was because 
everything had been done before they 
arrived. But still, the challenge was there for 
them to undertake. In that light they showed 
a definite interest in having them come 
out properly and they were asking a lot of 
questions on how it should be done including 
the idea of portion control.”

The Blue Anchor supremo’s first opinion of 
the contestants was that they seemed “lost” 
but after showing them around the kitchen, 
the roles they were taking on and how the 
menu was supposed to come out some of 
them reacted better than others. “Overall 
they did quite well to be honest,” said Ian, 
who thoroughly enjoys his job. “If you haven’t 

got the basics of cooking it can be quite 
overwhelming but I suppose whoever enters 
Rock Chef has some experience. Sam, in 
particular, took more time to click in because 
of the food choices like fried squid, which is 
understandable because it was something 
different for her. Liz picked it up on the stove 
really quick and Shaun seemed like a natural, 
taking over as if he had been there before.”
“We were literally cooking the restaurant’s 
food so it wasn’t our own recipes or 
anything,” Shaun said. “It was a very small 
kitchen with three of us working in a small 
space with hobs and burners everywhere and 
a really small workspace and less standing 
area. I think we did okay, especially as the 
restaurant was packed to capacity and there 
were no major hiccups with everything going 
smoothly.”

Rough at sea
Liz said she felt the menu was explained to 
them reasonably well: “We had been over the 
night before to look at the kitchen to get an 
idea of what we would be doing.” 

However, Sam said that there were some 
“hiccup moments, but no-one sitting in 
the restaurant noticed”. She expressed 
her surprise at just how simple the menu 
was, obviously unaware of the complicated 
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preparation process that goes into fish 
food: “There were not a lot of components 
and varied pieces coming together; if was 
just fish and chips for example. Even the 
timing was manufactured stress, especially 
as most people got there food in around 
five minutes, even though there was this 
‘pretend’ atmosphere that if it took longer 
than that it was a disaster. In Gibraltar when it 
takes longer than five minutes people knock 
on the table and demand where their food is. 
Vicky made it stressful especially when we 
were told to put things to fry in the moment. 
Then they said I didn’t have enough passion, 
although I think they must have made it up in 
order to throw me off that round.”

Sam, reflecting on 
her elimination, 
said she enjoyed 
meeting the rest of 
the contestants and 
forging that special 
bond with them but 
left with a sour taste 
in her mouth: “I went 
into it thinking that 
everyone could cook 
well enough to be on 
the show and it was 
going to be relaxed 
and fun, but in the 

end I could have done without the negativity. 
I spent the whole day cooking for the judges 
for free and then they were just mean to me 
about it. It’s like being the mum of a teenager; 
you make a nice meal and they all just say 
that it is terrible and they prefer to go to the 
takeaway! It was a bit demoralising because 
even though there is nothing wrong with 
being critical but there’s a way to explain your 
thoughts on something that’s neither rude nor 
hurtful nor aggressive. To me it came across 
like we were being attacked which put us in 
a defensive position when in fact it was just 
food and there was no point being stressed 
about it.”
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Gibraltar’s catering industry is 
really starting to boom according 
to the owners of The Lounge, 
who provided the host location 
for the fourth round of the Rock 
Chef series. This, despite the fact 
that the restaurant is located in 
a relatively remote location for 
tourist access at Queensway Quay, 
increasingly showing how much of 
the local population are becoming 
interested in eating out, a trend 
reflected by the popularity of the 
Rock Chef programme this year.

“The location of the marina is not easy 
because you don’t get passing trade or 
tourism so it was more of a hidden gem,” said 
Michelle Stafford, co-owner of The Lounge. 
“When I first opened up five years ago, hardly 
anyone used to come down but slowly all the 
restaurants have got more established and 
you are seeing larger quantities coming out. 
Because Queensway Quay is a bit remote we 
are currently working with the Government 
to promote it more even though we don’t 
want to turn it into a rowdy place so it stays 
as a location fit for family meals. It’s more of 
relaxed atmosphere but we still want it to be 
elegant and make changes in the place so it 
feels comfortable.”

The Lounge serve all the Great British staples 
like fish and chips, steaks and burgers but 
with Matt at the helm they always come up 
with new things. “We make everything from 
scratch so we don’t use any frozen stuff so 
whatever is seasonal gets into the menu, 
so for Easter and Christmas we do different 
things. 

“Rock Chef gives people with a day-to-day 
job who can’t afford a career change an 
opportunity to get an insight into the catering 
industry,” said Michelle, that has now spent a 
decade locally. “One of the contestants from 
last year actually now works in the kitchen; 

Ariel is very enthusiastic and likes to come 
up with new ideas. Gibraltar is so small and 
the community is only little so shows like this 
don’t come up very often so when people get 
the chance it is really good for us all.”

Pushed to the limit
The Lounge were first involved in the 
programme through Scott Casey, who worked 
at the Queensway Quay restaurant when he 
decided to be the first Rock Chef judge. When 
he left to go to Australia, his replacement, 
Matt, was really enthusiastic and passionate 
about his food so he took centre-stage as 
Scott’s replacement on the show and the 
restaurant was agreed to be one of the 
locations in which it could be filmed. 

Michelle said that Matt really pushes the 
contestants: “He tells them to get things out 
quickly and he is not in quiet in what he does 
so even the professionals that work with him 
at the restaurant know all about him. He just 
doesn’t want them to come in and not give it 
their all and especially as this is his kitchen 
he puts his name and that of the restaurant 
against it. In fact, the evening is very stressful 
for us, as we aren’t being served by our own 
staff and the floor is organised by GibMedia 
producer Jordan. We want the customers to 
enjoy their experience, and to that end during 
that night it was all organised by Rock Chef.”

Shaun Zammitt and Zulayma Gilbert were 
asked to provide the evening menu at The 
Lounge where they were asked to cook a 
starter and a main course each for 65 clients. 
The orders came in separately for each table 
with the idea being that they were quite fairly 
distributed so everyone could try a bit of both 
menus so it was as fair as possible for the 
contestants as well.

Michelle said both of them gained a lot of 
experience and confidence along the way: 
“We didn’t go in and bother them and just left 
them to it. It’s not an easy thing they had to 

How a hidden gem became  
an open secret – The LoungeS P E C I A L
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do especially as they had that nervous energy 
when they got in as they had to do their prep 
work and wait around for the cameras so by 
the end they’ve got an adrenaline high and 
look exhausted. As it’s industrial equipment 
everything is a lot bigger than at home so it’s 
hard for them to get the timing right.”

She told Intouch just how much to heart the 
judges take their job to the point they even 
get upset when there are arrogant ones who 
don’t listen to instructions, which was not the 
case with Zulayma and Shaun.

Pulling it off
“As my starter I did a rice-paper wrapped 
prawn with a soy dipping sauce and a tomato 
chilli jam served with a garnish and salad,” 
said Shaun. “As my main I cooked a braised 
lamb shank in a thai curry sauce served 
with fragrant rice and vegetables. I’m pretty 
happy how both my dishes went out with both 
myself and Zulayma doing quite well in the 
kitchen.”

Zulayma went for a starter of scallops with 
side salad of rocket, tomatoes and olives 
with a honey mustard dressing followed by 
a main dish of medallion pork loin in a rich 
red wine sauce with caramelised mushrooms 
and onions. “That round was really stressful 
as the food was to order so I had to make 
it all from scratch every single time, while 
Shaun just to reheat his,” said Zulayma. “I 
was burning myself all the time as it was a 
very small kitchen with 
a lot of people inside it. I 
was very impressed to get 
everything done as the 
judges didn’t think I was 
going to make it as I didn’t 
have any experience but 
by then I was also calmer 
than in other rounds. I had 
cooked this at home but 
it’s hard to get it out on 

time when it’s ordered, especially as people 
wanted both the pork and scallops more rare 
and others more well done so that was a bit 
of a mix-up.”

Matt recalled how Zulayma was up to her 
magic tricks again in his own kitchen: “At the 
Lounge Shaun’s main course was quite easy 
with there being only a couple of features but 
Zulayma’s dish had six components which 
need her to cook her pork right and get 
scallops to order so she had quite a job on. 
Although there were a couple of over-cooked 
scallops that is natural with the pressure of 
the service where the from one moment to 
the next I was just shouting order after order. 
I have a lot of respect for situations like this 
because she pulled it off.”
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With Gibraltar’s catering industry 
putting together all the right 
ingredients to keep in touch with 
the investment taking place in other 
parts of the territory, we talked 
to some of the top people in the 
Caleta Hotel on their experience of 
the Rock Chef quarter-final filmed 
there and what qualities you need 
to be a good chef.

“You need to love the kitchen, otherwise it will 
be difficult to be a chef,” said Caleta Hotel 
Food and Beverage Manager Daniel Romero. 
“If you go to work and have fun you will be a 
success, even if you make mistakes. You get 
a lot of satisfaction when you see that people 
enjoy your creations and that makes you feel 
very good. It’s a profession where for better 
or for worse the result is instant so you need 
to know how to channel that pressure and in 
the end if you persevere it will come out as 
you want it to.”

Head Chef Dani Martinez said that the inter-
cultural mix is what gives us such a bright 
future: “Gibraltar has a huge potential to 
develop its cuisine because it has a lot of 
tourism and investment but it hasn’t got 
the gastronomic level it should have. We 

have a very good mix of cultures which 
can be exploited properly with our very 
own kitchen staff having five different 
nationalities that helps each of them to 
put their own contribution to the dishes we 
serve. As well as Mediterranean and English 
we have Moroccan and Indian influences 
too in our local cooking, which adds to the 
completeness of the Gibraltarian palate.”

Romero said the role of education was 
invaluable: “We are slowly being educated 
to eat well thanks to programmes like Rock 
Chef, that help us to push ourselves at a 
personal and professional level. The client 
has to know what he wants at any given time 
so it is essential to explain the day-to-day 
processes which every year become more 
complex. We have to be up to date with all 
the latest tendencies in cooking so any 
support that we get in this respect is useful 
not only for our local hospitality staff but also 
our clientele. 

The Caleta Hotel has three eateries, offering 
a diverse range of cuisine and alcoholic 
beverages from around the world including 
Greece, Japan, China and England as well as 
fine dining in its own atmosphere. This will be 
soon added to by the new five-star hotel being 
built alongside the current establishment, 
which will allow the former one to remain as 
a boutique hotel. 

Making the grade
Describing the Rock Chef contestants, Joelle 
Baglietto and Liz Smith, Romero said their 
confidence was tested from the minute 
they arrived: “Once they got into the kitchen 
they were under quite a lot of stress and 
although they didn’t have that looseness 
of improvisation, they did very well for 
amateurs. Here we have such a large kitchen 
with professional ovens, fryers and cookers 
that changes everything and it is only when 
they get into the flow that they start to see 
them as tools instead of obstacles.”

“They took the job seriously, demonstrating 
knowledge and understanding of the kitchen 
environment, even though they were working 

in an industry which is very advanced and 
will continue to develop. Although they lacked 
coordination we could see their desire and 
self-discipline not only in making their own 
dishes but in their collaboration together 
which was fantastic.”

The preparation for the show went on all day, 
with a range for products that were quite 
technical for the two contestants involved 
who prepared the starters and main courses 
with the dessert created by the hotel.

“It was similar to last year, because as soon 
as they got to work and came across a tough 
situation, they got stuck and didn’t know what 
to do,” said Martinez. “But the concept of the 
menu was well-prepared as they got all their 
own  ingredients together and we guided 
them a bit to help them make the deadline. 
The kitchens in Gibraltar that I have seen are 
much smaller normally, so here everything is 
more spread out and less accessible so that 
can make it complicated.”

Rock Chef is educating the 
public – Caleta HotelS P E C I A L

Trial by fire
Liz said she found the hardest part of her 
round in the Caleta to do the preparation of all 
the food at the beginning of the night. “It was 
far different to cooking for thirty people and 
having to size it up as I was told we weren’t 
going to get any help with amounts and it was 
up to us to decide how many potatoes and 
runner beans we needed. If you just multiply 
it by 30 you end up with too much but then 
you didn’t want to end up with too little. You 
wasted a lot of your time looking for stuff as 
it was equipped with different cooking pots I 
would recognise and they would give me a 
utensil I wouldn’t use at home.”

She went for a goat’s cheese cheesecake 
with red onion marmalade for starters which 
she said confused a lot of people “because 
they expected it to be sweet” and additionally 
one of the ingredients was wrong so it came 

out sweeter than it should have been. “For 
mains I did pork in a sesame seed crust with 
an orange and ginger sauce, served with a 
mash of potato, parsnips and carrots with 
green beans,” Liz told Intouch. “It’s all about 
getting the components together because 
while I’m trying to dish up the potato I’m 
trying to heat up my beans at the same time. 
Then I had a bit of a disaster because when I 
was plating up I picked up a dish and it turned 
the cold water all over one of the those I had 
just served up which meant I had to redo it.”
Matt said that in comparison to the other 
locations, the Caleta Hotel has a massive 
kitchen which made moving around a much 
simpler task but managing the environment 
provided its own challenges to the contestants. 
Although he was not allowed in that night and 
was restricted to being the mystery guest 
with Vicky as overseeing the competitors, he 
told Intouch he thoroughly enjoyed the food 
being served by both contestants. 

Liz was eliminated at the end of that round, 
despite good feedback from the diners after 
the judges said she had under-seasoned her 
mash: “I thought that was a weak statement 
because Joelle had some of her steaks 
thrown in the bin by the chefs because she 
over-seasoned them. But it was really good 
fun overall and would recommend it to 
others who would like to cook as it helped 
me experiment in the kitchen as I’d never 
cooked a goat’s cheese 
cheesecake in my life. It got 
me looking at lots of cookery 
books and recipes as well 
as watching cookery shows 
which I like anyway as it takes 
my interests one step beyond 
where I was before.”

Joelle was charged with 
coming up with a starter and 
main course of her choice 
at the Catalan Lounge and 

Terrace, so in order not to over-complicate 
herself she kept with what she knew but 
innovated her dishes by putting the corn in 
some edible baskets again. “I like the idea 
that now at a restaurant I went to in Las 
Vegas you can eat the cutlery you use so in 
that sense I think my starter was superb,” she 
said. “ I get asked to cook them all the time 
and behind the scenes there were some of us 
putting it in bread rolls it was so good. I made 
Filet mignon for the main course which is not 
steak and chips, which is what Matt called 
it in the review. Although I admire him loads 
and put into practice his advice Filet mignon 
is a high class thing which you have to 
prepare in a certain way as it’s very lean and 
it takes its time. The sauce was something of 
my own making with Chardonnay, Portobello 
mushrooms and Creme Fraiche. Sometimes 
the ingredients you get at home are different 
to those you get on order, so I was quite upset 
with the cream, but being the first time out in 
a big kitchen serving 60 guests between Liz 
and I and the industrial ovens having different 
temperatures to the ones at home that 
day was more of a learning curve. I wasn’t 
sure if I was going to get through because I 
was answering back to Vicky and I am very 
passionate about my food and didn’t agree 
with her on certain things. But I got excellent 
feedback about my prawns and I still get 
asked for the recipe but a magician never 
reveals their tricks.”

EARLY ROUNDS
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THE CHEF THE PRODUCTION

Ten questions for 
Sunborn’s top chef

The moment we realise we don’t 
have to speak Oxford English

With the semi-final of the show being held at 
the Sunborn we asked Head Chef Johan Rox 
to tell us what he thought of the whole show 
coming to the floating five-star hotel.

How is it you were first asked to 
get involved in the filming of Rock 
Chef?
We at the Sunborn were asked if we could 
cooperate with the filming of Rock Chef by 
lending our cooking facilities and the support 
of me and my team. We have great spaces 
on the ship which are perfect to film such a 
event

When you first met the contestants 
how far did you think they were 
from the the typical chefs you find 
in the industry?
I met the contestants a day before the actual 
filming and noticed that they were very 
passionate about cooking but didn’t have the 
expertise in how to organize before a event.

Throughout their cooking 
experience did any of those 
expectations prove to be wrong?
I could not expect the same expertise from 
a leisure cook who loves cooking for family 

As a person who really embodies 
the young entrepreneur working for 
the good of our unique community 
and for what it represents, Jordan 
Lopez is another example of 
someone who rather than settle for 
mediocrity chose to go it alone and 
delivered one of his first babies in 
the shape of Rock Chef. 

What started as an idea with another of 
those young business leaders, has become 
one of the biggest impacts on our culinary 
tradition ever. He picks up the story in another 
exclusive interview for Intouch readers…

“Rock Chef is a great show to be part of and 
the brainchild of Gemma Vasquez, President 
of the GFSB, who called me into her office 
one day just as I was starting GibMedia,” said 
Jordan. “I thought it was a good idea and we 
spent a lot of time developing it with her to the 
point where even as we got the first shows 
up and running it was a bit nerve-wracking 
wondering if people were going to tune in.”

He said they were very relieved when it 
did prove to be a success: “Gemma is very 
passionate about promoting Rock Chef 
and keep it as local as possible in terms 
of the contestants, production, graphics 
and everything to do with the show. We got 
people from all backgrounds to participate 
including those who may be working in 
betting companies or established characters 
from Gibraltar. There’s been a lot of cooking 
shows but never quite a competition where 
people had to demonstrate what they were 
capable of doing and be judged, something 
which is not something too easy to do in 
Gibraltar. Once we got through that barrier 
where people were happy enough to be 
judged on camera that made it a lot easier to 
attract people to come on board.”

‘Newswatch syndrome’
He believes that the advent of UK shows 
where a Simon Cowell character totally 
shoots down contestants was a catalyst for 
this change in perspective, although he said 

and friends than from a professional, which 
is the reason why I was around to ensure 
the candidates had the right ingredients and 
equipment to be able to reach there goal.

What were their biggest difficulties 
and achievements throughout the 
evening?
On that same evening we had another two 
gala events going on at the ship which made 
it quiet a challenge to ensure all chefs, 
candidates and guest where catered for at 
the same time.

Which of the three did you feel was 
most comfortable with the kitchen 
environment?
I believe all three where feeling quite 
comfortable within the kitchen environment, 
the mentors played an important part to 
ensure the candidates were guided in the 
right direction.

Did any one of the contestants 
strike you as a having a particular 
attention to customer service?
All three candidates had it very clear what 
their goal was and where very much focused 
to ensure they could give the best possible 
service to their guests.

They have complemented the 
ample and well-equipped kitchen. 
Did you help them in any certain 
fashion and how difficult could it 
have been without that aid?
Me and my team’s role within the organisation 
was to stay on standby, although we did jump 
in at the end to ensure service towards the 
guests could start on time. We didn’t want 
to involve ourselves too much from the 
beginning as that would take 
the pressure away from the 
contestants.

Which of the three 
meals they chose to 
make was hardest to 
cook in your opinion 

Rock Chef judges was intended to be “more 
helpful and constructive”.

As the producer, Jordan, was always 
conscious he wanted to reproduce the real 
views of the contestants in the final edit 
which was sometimes cut down from about  
seven hours of footage to just around 25 
minutes for each episode.

“We had to represent what they felt and 
said on the day during the editing process,” 
he told Intouch. “We preferred them to 
be themselves and not put on a fake 
representation of their personalities that 
talked in a stern and very robotic way, which 
is something that we encounter very much 
and I call the ‘Newswatch Syndrome’. When 
there’s a big camera and four or five lights 
pointing at your face, it takes time to warm to 
that and see it as natural. They only got used 
to by the middle of the series when they start 
becoming much more honest and candid, 
even allowing a bit of llanito to come into their 
speech. We try to leave in those parts where 
people drift into Spanish from the English 
because that’s how we express ourselves 
locally. We can try to kid ourselves that we 
all speak Oxford English all the time but that 
is not how they are everyday in the street.”

Enhancing tourism
“What this show does is create a lot of 
friendships,” Jordan continued, “because all 

and how well did they manage to 
put it onto the table?
Definitely the main course is the biggest 
challenge and to be honest I didn’t think 
Shaun would pull it off on time. We did have 
to help a bit at the end to avoid delays in 
service. During the service I had to add some 
of my team members to help plating the 
starter and main course as there were a lot of 
steps to follow.

Some of the contestants stated that 
the hardest part was replicating 
their own creations over and over 
again. What would be your advice 
in this regard?
It’s not the same to have a great idea and 
cook it for four friends as if you have to 
elaborate these ideas for 200 invites.

About 80% of the success of a good event 
goes in organisation and planning, trying a 
dish out at home for four and then multiplying 
each step by 50. In all recipes, preparation 
is key to ensure you have all the ingredients 
and sufficient time to cook everything in that 
same dish.

How important are shows like this 
one in developing a hospitality 
culture on the Rock and would 
you like to be involved to a greater 
capacity in the future?
These kind of events are very important 
for Gibraltars hospitality development, not 
only for the local people to see what we are 
able to do but also to get the interest of the 
international market and prove that Gibraltar 
is a perfect destination to plan your holidays 
or organize your event.
     

this eclectic mix of people, most of whom 
don’t know each other, suddenly find out 
they all love food and can share their ideas 
together. This is great for Gibraltar because 
we have gone through a bit of a culinary 
journey over the last four years or so where 
the quality of food in general has gone up 
quite substantially from being bogged down 
by a tourism-orientated product to where 
restaurants are refurbishing and changing 
their menus and it is all moving very quickly. 
Now you don’t have to go over to Spain for a 
great meal as you can have it here for a great 
price as well, which is really good for inward 
investment as well.”

He said that as we try to pull in tourists with 
event-led tourism, high quality eateries are as 
much a part of the product as the hotels and 
the shops: “When you go to any  major city 
around the world, the experience is global, 
ranging from the experience in the event 
itself to that the tourists have in the hotels, 
taxi service and the restaurants. I think we 
are at a great place and we will continue do 
well if we continue on this path, with Gibraltar 
having the possibility to become a cultural 
centre of excellence, at least for this corner 
of the world. This would be incredible way 
to add even more value to what is already a 
great tourist product.”LSacarello

Home

S P E C I A L
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The art of framing food 
in the middle of a TV show

you need to cover,” she said. “But it is easier 
to work at initially building a couple of clients 
as a foundation from which it is a case of 
networking and putting your name out there 
more and more. I do believe if you keep 
plugging away at it you will be a success.

“It’s always a very daunting process for a 
person venturing into a small business, so it 
would be good to get starter facts and more 
financial help, perhaps in the form of tax 
and social insurance breaks. The new small 
business loans are really good news as it will 
help a bunch of people to live their dreams 
and get out of situations.”

Challenging
With this quiver of arrows already on her 
back and her specialisation in catering 
photography she put herself in the running 
to cover this year’s Rock Chef after watching 
the series since it started.

“I sent them a message on social media and 

Gemma [Vasquez] got back to me saying 
she was really interested in it,” recalled 
Robba. “We met up to speak a bit about my 
photography and why I liked catering before 
taking it ahead from there.”

She described the experience as a fun one 
which at the same time was “a bit hectic” as 
she always had to get out of the shot, while 
taking her own key moments for her record 
of the events.

“Where as normally you have free reign over 
everything, I was always being told where I 
could and couldn’t stand, something that 
made taking me that essential food shot 
quite difficult at times,” she explained of 
working inside a cramp TV environment in 
some of the smaller kitchens. “One of the 
most important aspects of food photography 
is isolating the background around it, and that 
normally means I take some time positioning 
plates setting up the lighting and aperture 
settings. It was quite quick so sometimes I 
had to compromise a few things, and as a 
bit of a perfectionist I wasn’t entirely happy 
with every outcome, but everybody else 
was, so that means I did the best within the 
parameters I had.”

Her ideal set-up is working within a studio, 
where she can carefully manage the 
environment, although on the flip-side 
she managed to capture the action of the 
moment, with people’s emotions being 
frayed under the stress or the garnish being 
applied to the dishes before they went to their 
respective tables.

Illuminated
As all the sound was being recorded she 
could not even motion to the subjects to 
move into a better position or even make 
any clicking noises with her camera, which 
limited her somewhat. At the very most she 
had 30 seconds to frame a shot with a plate 
in front of her but that was entirely it in terms 

of setting the scene for every picture, a fact 
that challenged her to learn new tricks in a 
completely new field of photography. She 
tried to maintain that spirit of the moment 
in her post-production editing suite, as she 
dislikes the idea that a photograph should be 
completely different from its original setting.
“I do agree with very slight alterations as the 
colours might be slightly off,” commented the 
seasoned professional. “Sometimes I change 

the levels so that the 
whites are whiter and 
the blacks blacker, but 
apart from that, that’s 
it. I can take hundreds 
of photos in any given 
session just to have 
enough, afterwards 
going through all of 
them, picking the ones 
with the sharpest shots 
and the best angles, 
making those changes 
to all of those.

“Sometimes I’ll take many shots of one scene 
and find there is literally nothing between 
them, so I would say I spend almost as much 
time choosing the right ones as editing them. 
It’s a question of looking at all the tiny details 
and make sure it’s as close to 
perfect as possible.”

Portrait and documentary 
photographer, August Sander 
(1876-1964), who has 
been described as ‘the 
most important German 
photographer of the twentieth 
century’, once said that, “In 
photography there are no 

THE PHOTOGRAPHER

shadows that cannot be illuminated.” This 
is an idea Robba took on board, because 
shadows do not work well with food, and 
being limited to artificial light, she was forced 
to do without natural light or equipment that 
simulated it. While she had the option of 
modifying it afterwards in the editing suite, 
she preferred to rely on herself in the moment 
rather than hope to fix it later.

Like the two judges, she felt Shaun’s 
confidence shone through at all times and 
had tipped him to win, although in the end 
it seemed his over-confidence was his own 
worst enemy, as Joelle’s performance took 
the prize, her humility and personality winning 
the celebrity judge over.

Check out all the emotion and the dishes 
themselves on our Rock Chef website and 
Facebook page, her own site and throughout 
this magazine.

You might have seen the high-
quality food shots throughout the 
magazine and thought that this 
was the work of a specialist flown 
in to take the pictures with that eye 
for detail that befits a professional 
in this unique area. In fact, you 
may be surprised to learn that 
the Rock Chef photographer was 
none other than our own Natalia 
Robba, a young woman who has 
dedicated herself to taking pictures 
of food with a nose for perfection 
in each shot. She explained to us 
the challenges of performing in 
such a high-impact environment 
and how she tried to put across 
emotion throughout the duration of 
the filming of the programme.

“I like to capture those reactions on 
contestant’s faces smiling or celebrating 
when they’ve completed a dish successfully, 
especially when they’re not aware I’m 
around,” she said. “I used a Nikon D4S with 
fixed 50mm 1.4 and 85mm 1.8 lenses for all 
of the shots as one is better for getting up 
close and the other for standing further back.
She said she noticed the obvious nerves 
during the earlier episodes, something which 
even got to the stage where contestants 
were completely dumbfounded: “This was 
especially true when they opened the mystery 
box. They looked terrified when they saw the 
ingredients inside until they got their eureka 
moments where they finally knew what to do. 
Then there’s perspiration, lots of frown and 
sighs that showed their worry with the end 
of every episode depicting their smiles of 
satisfaction.”

Setting up shop
Robba has worked running her own web-
design and photography company for 
the last two years after leaving an online 
gaming company a couple of years ago. She 

described how her passion 
for photography stemmed 
from her own curiosity 
of what was beyond 
the microcosm she was 
brought up in: “When I got 
my first job I just wanted to 
travel so that is when I got a 
camera and went on many 
short trips as I could. One 
of my first passions was  
eating at each location 
and taking pictures of 
food, which narrowed my 
interest to catering.”

That was a decade ago 
and since then she has 
amplified that to try to 
present food in the best 
possible way, improving 
her approach to the fine 
dining style she really gets 
excited about.

“Professionally, my food 
photography has only 
been going for the last 
two years, although initially, because I 
couldn’t go freelance immediately, I worked 
for a betting company, which most people 
have to do in Gibraltar,” said Robba. “From 
there I fine-tuned my photography and web 
design skills and after three years I was able 
to make the jump into self-employment of 
weddings, portrait family shoots, some sports 
photography and of course, catering.”

Those skills she learned on a job which is 
clearly a learning experience for many of our 
young people as the largest private employer 
on the Rock, proved the springboard into her 
dream. The correlation between photo work 
and web design seems to be implicit as one 
normally precludes an element of the other, 
giving her a skill-set that matches her needs 
to be independent in her profession, although 
it was not as easy as she expected.

“Starting your own company is a tough step 
to take especially when you have expenses 

S P E C I A L
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S P E C I A L

As a contestant there must have 
been few more terrifying sights on 
Rock Chef than the face of Matt 
Birtwhistle barking commands at 
you from the door of the kitchen. 

The Lounge’s experienced chef has come to 
the fore with his participation in Rock Chef 
over the last the two years giving him a unique 
opportunity to participate in the search for a 
champion while trying to push Gibraltarian 
cooking past our present frontiers. In a 
humble and down-to-earth interview he 
reveals to Intouch readers he is only as hard 
as he needs to be.

“When you’re in the kitchen and you have to 
do whatever work you need to do you have 
to be strict to get the work done,” said Matt. 
“When you want a fillet of steak done, you 
want it now, not in five minutes but right now! 
[claps his hands rapidly to demonstrate his 
point]. When you’re running a service you’ve 
got to put that sense of urgency into the staff 
to deliver a particular product on time.”

He said that this year he swapped with Vicky 
to become the harbinger of harsh words and 
push the contestants to the level of service 
required by a restaurant at peak time.

“In the Lounge, for example, we had 65 
people booked in for the meal,” said Matt. 
“For two amateur chefs to walk in and serve 
two courses to that many customers takes 
some doing. Even for us it’s a challenge 
but doing 65 orders all at once in that small 
kitchen is hard work. So they did well.”

When they first stepped into the kitchen in 
the early rounds, Matt immediately noticed 
which of the contestants had good ideas and 
who was less capable of pulling it off. “We 
walked in and saw a couple of them who 
you could see knew what they were doing, 
knew how to use their knives, kept tidy and 
you were looking forward to what they were 
going to produce. You’ve got to appreciate 
that everything in the kitchen’s going to 
burn you or cut you so you need to be aware 
that it’s a dangerous place and even though 
occasionally accidents happen it’s how you 
get over them that counts.”

Education
He pointed out that the job was made all the 
harder when the TV audience consider that 
apart from the pressure and heat inside small 
kitchens like those at The Lounge, Cork’s 
and The Blue Anchor, the contestants often 
had to rub shoulders with the camera crew 

and presenter asking questions. “It was just 
chaos for both them and me as I was trying 
to call the orders in the midst of all that, 
especially when they had to make sure they 
cooked their meat to the grade asked for by 
the customer,” said Matt. “In this competition 
you’ve got to think of a restaurant dish that’s 
fast to produce and get out so choosing a 
steak is not a good idea.”

Matt admitted he enjoys teaching people, 
readying these run-of-the-mill people 
for work in what can be a testing, hostile 
environment where food preparation is almost 
more important than your reaction time in the 
moment when the orders are delivered.

But Rock Chef also proved a great learning 
experience for Matt to reinvent his own 
creations on TV, as after the last Rock Chef 
he did a specially-filmed GBC Christmas 
special during which he made the most of 
his experience in front of the cameras. “This 
season I came across a lot more natural in 
front of the cameras because that’s the way 
I want it to be,” he said. “I just try to be as I 
normally am. I don’t try to go over and over 
lines and just say whatever come to me and 
by no means were our decisions influenced in 
any way by anything except the food delivered 
and how they work as chefs, how they keep 
tidy and organised in their minds. They need 
to keep focused and their consistent dishes 
going without losing it.”

He said he particularly liked Shaun’s style in 
the kitchen: “From day one I liked what he 
was doing and when you speak to him about 
food you find out he is obsessed with cooking 
and thinks like a chef. Joelle, on the other 
hand, is just very organised and had really 

good ideas with her food and even though 
she was a bit mouthy every now and again, I 
liked that about her. She is a bit highly-strung 
but when I worked with her, she was fine with 
me on both the Sunborn and the Caleta.”

Unique style
Next year he hopes to do the programme 
again, and hopes to mix in a few new ideas 
to make it more of a challenge and create 
more of a following. He believes Rock Chef 
has the potential to overcome stereotypes 
about food on the Rock, which he believes is 
a real fusion of cuisine: “I know a lot of typical 
Gibraltarian dishes are really rustic and heavy 
so it’s nice to see Shaun and Joelle doing 
something a little bit different and thinking 
out of the box. Dishes like the tuna tartar 
Joelle cooked in the semi-final are part of a 
new trend of cooking incorporating the sushi 
idea into it. I thought that dish worked really 
well and all the people who had it that night 
at the Sunborn, really enjoyed it as well. It’s 
nice to see them using these modern trends 
and ideas about food rather than doing what 
we are used to.”

On local food rituals he admitted to still being 
mystified by the whole local obsession of 
chips and cheese or steak and pepper sauce 
which have developed cult followings that 
are not necessarily 
proportionate to their 
culinary worth. “There 
are some strange 
dishes that people 
enjoy eating, but then 
again there are a lot of 
people in Gibraltar that 
like to experiment and 
that what I like to do 
by putting new things 
on my menus. I try to 
open people’s minds 
to what they can do 
with a certain thing 
and they seem to 
respond to that. Some 
of our dishes can be 
a bit quirky like the 
sweetcorn panacottas 
but I know they work 
so that’s why we put 
it out.

“The popularity of 
Rock Chef shows 
the interest from the 
people to create a 
hospitality culture 

THE JUDGES

and I really would like to be involved with 
the new university in that general direction. 
I am a fully-trained NVQ assessor so when 
the university is involved I could be involved 
in part of the courses ran there, because it’s 
good to encourage a better standard as it’s 
only going to improve the overall experience. 
This way, people coming to Gibraltar will have 
a better time with improved service and can 
expect a higher standard from the places 
where they go to eat.”

Words of advice from the 
man with the sharp looks
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be maintained or even increased in order to 
keep a good reputation.

A world apart
There are different skills involved in being a 
good chef compared to being a good cook. 
While the latter means contestants have to 
be intuitive about what they are creating, the 
former is all about keeping their wits about 
them and delivering under pressure. Judges 
are so honed to these finer details they can 
observe the level of skill and capability the 
first time contestants enter the kitchen 
and take on a particular task. But it is their 
natural development during the season that 
demonstrates to them who handle it best and 
use it to their own advantage or who will be 
overwhelmed by the pressure.

The urgency is most evident when the 
contestants are forced to face a paying public 
with their dishes as satisfying the primal 
urge to eat is always tricky because of the 
difference of palates within the community. 
Under this pressure, introducing anonymous 
people to a dynamic of communication that 
is almost sacred to the culinary profession is 
what defines the winners from the losers and 
this is something which we saw as we got 
closer to the final. 

“The kitchen creates a very tight bond with 
the people that you work with,” said Vicky. 
“You need to rely on each other and a lot 
of us are not used to working in a team like 
that. Communication is paramount in the 
kitchen. You communicate so you don’t injure 

one another, so you can navigate swiftly 
around the kitchen, to tell someone that 
you have something hot in your hand. And 
to synchronise service and get those plates 
out the pass on time to keep your dinners 
coming back. That communication creates a 
bond and we get that with the contestants so 
that every year we have new buddies with a 
genuine interest in food and passing on their 
knowledge to each other.”

This creates a hunger for understanding 
and knowledge which the judges and other 
chefs are willing to pass on so even though 
the process is hard work and they have to 
put on a very professional front, they are 
enjoying the whole process. This is a fact 
not only unique to Vicky, but also put across 
by the wide spectrum of professionals that 
participated in Rock Chef. 

Vicky speaks for the rest of them when she 
said she is as hard on herself as she is on 
her team because she is a perfectionist and 
wants to preserve that same high standard 
she keeps in her own everyday working 
life. “If I felt somebody wasn’t capable of 
something I wouldn’t bother pushing them 
for it and would just do it myself,” she stated. 
“I don’t think I’m being insensitive. I just don’t 
beat around the bush because I’m too busy. 
We’re all too busy.”

Unique style
The TV audience will have noted that as 
the programme progressed Vicky started 
to get softer and more encouraging on the 
contestants as they started to understand 
each other better and they respond to her 
advice without her needing to be so strict. As 
the challenges get more acute, off camera 
she is abundant in her praise, advice and 
support for their efforts.

This is especially the case when the amateur 
chefs overshoot the mark in what they can 
realistically achieve on camera with the 
dishes they are used to serving at home to 
their family and friends. “They have to find 
the balance between showing the right 
amount of skill and pushing themselves too 
far,” she told us. “Where people trip up is 
that it is one thing to make a recipe for ten 
people and something totally different to do 
it on demand in a restaurant environment full 
of dinners. All the preparation has to be done 
beforehand so that they can deliver as and 
when the customer demands of them. Along 
with the volume this is the difference to home 
cooking.”

She has been portrayed as cold by 
contestants in the past and many 
times the longest running judge of 
Rock Chef looks like it on screen. 
But how is she in real life? For the 
first time Intouch can reveal the 
things that make Victoria Garcia 
Bishop tick, what she thinks about 
the show.

“You never know what you’re capable of until 
you’re pushed up against the wall,” said Vicky 
of the pressure applied to contestants. “If it 
comes across that we’re being tough on 
them, that’s because it’s how we get the best 
out of everybody. The same is true of anybody 
in any environment except in this case we 
have the added urgency on the job which is 
a factor that brings with it a lot of pressure in 
our profession.  

“In the latter stages of the competition, 
as we are expecting a lot of them, some 
contestants can get very nervous and my 
job there is to keep them calm and focused 
and encouraging the best out of them.  I feel 
I’m always professional and sometimes more 
helpful when I need to be, which is more in-
keeping with my character. There are times 
when I have to be strict, get my head down 
and get the job done… at the end of the day 
the contestants are here to be judged and I 

am one of the judges.”

Stimulating professionalism
As a person who has a keen interest in food 
she has been in the catering business for 26 
years, the last 19 with her own company. 
Having studied Hotel Catering and Institutional 
Management at Westminster College, at the 
same time as Jamie Oliver was studying 
there, her passion for food led her into the 
kitchen and she became a self-taught chef, 
working in various catering establishments 
including the Elliot’s Hotel as Sous Chef, 
before starting off her own project. 
She was asked to participate in Rock Chef by 
Gemma and Jordan in the first edition three 
years ago, and since then hasn’t looked back. 
“I just keep my professional head on me 
as I’m just there to do my job,” she said of 
judging fellow Gibraltarians, always a tricky 
task with the public backlash that can have. 
“I try to be diplomatic so as not to offend but 
I am opinionated by character. I don’t even 
think of the fact that I might know someone or 
they might be my neighbour’s son-in-law. I’m 
simply doing my job.  Our trade is like that, 
you just say what you have to say and call 
command to get what’s required form each 
other to get the food out and keep the punters 
happy. It’s a tough trade in many ways with 
unsociable long hours but I wouldn’t do 
anything else, it’s my life. The beauty of the 
job is its all about team work so the bond you 
form with your co-workers is very rewarding.  

The fact that Vicky does not get paid for 
her role is ever more evidence of how 
professionalism goes beyond a wage. “I get 
great pleasure and enjoyment out of seeing 
peoples willingness to learn and motivation. 
I enjoy participating in this process because 
it’s fantastic for the catering trade in 
Gibraltar.”

Her commitment to the show is just the tip 
of an iceberg that symbolizes her desire to 
promote catering on the Rock because she 
has never felt it has been taken seriously 
enough. “It’s very much what people do 
when they feel they can’t do much else, 
and I’d like to change that mentality,” said 
the career chef. “I’d like to teach people 
that it’s a vocational job, very hard labour 
but extremely gratifying. It’s teamwork for 
the betterment of the client; it’s a service-
orientated business which unfortunately can 
be quite under-paid in Gib.

“RockChef gives people a very valuable 
insight into our industry which no other 
programme does. When would you get the 
opportunity as a lay person to come in off the 
street and work in a busy restaurant?”

This insight is one shared by the TV audience 
giving restaurant-goers a chance to observe 
how much work goes into particular dishes, 
especially as Rock Chef shows a snapshot 
of this process which in everyday life has to 

The development of a particular dish is 
dependent on the style of each chef, and 
that puts across the way they like to cook 
and some element of their personality. The 
application of that style (most apparent in their 
signature dish) to the different challenges 
that are presented to the contestants is what 
defines their performance and whether when 
tweaked a little, it works or not. That style 
is inherently influenced by our Gibraltarian 
culture and identity which in itself is very 
diverse with the mix giving any critic a hard 
time defining.

“We’re very big on flavour in that we like 
our garlic and our seasoning,” said Vicky 
who in her own time loves cooking fish and 
vegetables especially. “I like bold flavours but 
at the same time I honour the ingredients as 
well, so if I have a delicately flavoured fish 
I wouldn’t necessarily infuse it with a lot 
of other flavours. I would maybe use some 
herbs and lemon on it but not complicate it 
too much.”

She is inspired by worldwide chefs like Israeli 
Yotam Ottolenghi and Claudia Roden, whose 
Middle Eastern palates with a Western twist 
have heavily influenced British cooking.

In the same way as she gets inspired to 
cook by these culinary experts, she hopes 
she can inspire others to cook as well. “We 
express ourselves very well with food on the 
Rock and if my work can help create a better 
awareness of the kitchen inside and outside 
the workplace and inspire people to cook 
more often and healthy dishes too,  I will feel 
I have succeeded in my mission.”

S P E C I A L

THE JUDGES

Why we need to be strict: 
The push for culinary success

Victoria Garcia Bishop
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When self-belief is your 
own worst enemyS P E C I A L

THE FINALS

In the semi-final at the Sunborn 
each of the contestants were 
tasked with creating and producing 
each of the three courses for 100 
clients. Joelle went for the starter, 
Shaun took charge of the main 
course and Zulayma made the 
dessert as the three of them set 
about on what turned out to be a 
long, tiring and demanding day for 
the contestants.

“For my dish I went a bit crazy and pull out 
all the stops for one dish because it was the 
only time I could really push the boundaries,” 
said Shaun. “I decided to do pork four ways 
which consisted of the roast belly of pork with 
braised red cabbage, a braised pork cheek 
with a Pedro Jimenez sauce and potato 
purée, a black pudding croquette covered 
in toasted corn and a ‘secreto’ Iberico with 
apple puree. It was such a tall order that the 
Head Chef of the Sunborn recommended I 
take one of the components out of my dish 
but I decided not to. However, I did panic 
when I got there to find I had to clean every 
single bit of fat off the 110 pork cheeks I’d 
ordered, the pork bellies came with the ribs 
on them and the ‘secretos’, which I had asked 
to be thinly cut and ready to cook, were in fact 
in big slabs with all the fat on it. In the end I 
spent one and a half hours trimming the meat 
so considering all that I was very pleased with 
the end result and that the comments from 
the customers were very positive.”

Matt’s take on it was slightly different. “Shaun 
did pork four ways which I thought was going 
to be absolute chaos and it was,” said Matt. 
“We had to have most of the Sunborn team in 
the banqueting room to be able to get it out 
because he had eight different components 
to his plate. As the Sunborn kitchen’s on the 
third floor we had to prepare it all in there and 
then to put it all in a hotbox transporting it in 
a lift and working it out down there. He didn’t 
really think about that so in the end there 
must have been 11 chefs involved in putting 
his main course together.”

While the whole team pulled together to help 
out each of the contestants, in Shaun’s case 
it really needed this combination of expertise 
to make the gamble come off. “When we 
finished filming, Vicky and I told him that 
he was very lucky to have that support 
because we would still have been doing 
his main course if it had not been for that 
co-operation,” said Matt. “He had mashed 
potatoes, red cabbage, melon, stew with a 
braised piece which was so much for one 
plate. He pulled it off, but it was just lucky 
we had the staff on hand to be able to do the 
work for him. Meanwhile, Joelle had some 
good ideas for a tuna dish which I did with 
her and worked really well.”

Joelle went for the fusion of Asian and 
sushi for the starter with a Mediterranean 
hint, going for the tuna tartare with an 
Avocado mousse, which is not the same as 
a Guacamole. “It was the first time ever I had 
attempted it,” she said. “I think that takes a 
lot of merit to carry out because even though 
I’m confident we sometimes stick with what 
we know so I went all out with something that 
could impress or not. It’s like Marmite - you 
love it or you hate it. I was willing to take that 
risk but that day I was in a different frame 
of mind so I wasn’t stressed out and being 
my second time in a professional kitchen, 
my adventurous choice paid off and I was 
extremely proud to go to the final.”

Matt was mentoring Joelle, while Vicky and 
Daniel, last year’s winner, were mentoring 
Shaun and Zulayma respectively. This time, 

though, Zulayma was not able to pull it out 
of the bag with her rainbow cheesecake, 
as Matt had suspected when she proposed 
it. For the single mum, however, just being 
on the programme proved to be a real 
confidence booster, never having dreamt 
she would make the semi-final because she 
thought there were better people than her. 
“The semi-final result was split between the 
judges and the diners that night,” she told 
Intouch. “I got given the dessert and chose 
a white chocolate, passion fruit cheesecake 
with a rainbow sponge cake in the middle. 
Even though I don’t really make desserts, 
the way I visualised it at home it looked 
really good, but when you are doing it for 
100 people it was totally different, being a 
very nerve-wracking process, that didn’t go 
as I wanted. The dessert is based a lot on 
decoration and it looked awful in the end 
because it was all mixed up together in the 
glasses, which was not helped by the fact I 
didn’t have a professional chef to give me 
an opinion. But on the whole it was a good 
experience helping me to make friends, and 
being a lot less shy than before, especially 
as at first I was getting really stuck in front of 
the cameras. Matt and Vicky really helped me 
out and gave me lots of tips, so now when I 
cook for my kids I try to be more creative 
which sometimes they like and some times 
they just say they do!”

Final push
With Shaun squeezing past to meet the 
ever-consistent Joelle it was all set to be a 
scintillating final in the majestic setting of 

the Governor’s Residence. The guest judge 
for the final was Antony Worrall-Thompson, 
who Vicky and Matt were able to do a private 
dinner for in a house in Sotogrande with the 
pair doing another one for all the sponsors on 
the Sunborn.

The day after that was the final at the 
Convent, which Matt felt had a “badly laid-
out” kitchen because despite having 60 
orders, everything had to be prepared on 
just one working space. Joelle and Shaun 
had to prepare a three-course meal each 
with the latter offering octopus with a honey 
flavoured mustard mayonnaise, potato tari 
and langoustine tempura as starter. The main 
course was a braised short rib of beef with a 
red wine ju, a pea brulet and polenta rarebit 
with his dessert being a chocolate caramel 
slice with a shanti cream and an orange gel.”
“It was a very stressful day and we were 
preparing the meal from 11 in the morning 
until night-time,” said Shaun. “There was 
very little equipment to work with, especially 
after having worked on the Sunborn that was 
a dream kitchen, and with no-one to clean 
the dishes we had them piling up in the sink. 
Despite losing in the final, I will at some stage 
be looking to set up a food-related business, 
but it would be as a hobby because I still enjoy 
my current job. Shaun, who had had some TV 
experience before, said that in this type of 
scenario, you just switch off completely: “You 
don’t even realise the cameras are there; 
you’re just doing what you’re doing and you 
don’t care too much about it. Although Matt, 
who was mentoring Shaun in this round, felt 
things went as they wanted to go, the lack 
of hot-lights meant they had to try to keep 
things warm in other ways while the stopping 
and starting did not help either as they tried to 
get the right shots while keeping the flow of 
dishes to guests.“In the end everything went 
well,” he said. “Joelle and Shaun were happy 
with their dishes and Antony was impressed 

as well.” “It is paramount to always be part 
of your food and have your heart in on it; this 
is definitely one of my dreams. One never 
knows, but I am open to it and if I have the 
privilege of doing so, it wouldn’t disappoint!”

“Shaun and I were expecting a top of the 
range kitchen like in the Sunborn which had 
a fantastic set of equipment which neither of 
us had even seen before,” said Joelle. “So the 
Convent was a bit of a shock but you need to 
work with what you’re given and the product 
that comes out on the plate both in terms of 
the presentation and the taste is paramount. 
So no matter whether you’re cooking on a 
gas stove or a barbecue you have to make it 
work and we both accomplished that. At the 
end of the day it came down to what Chef 
Antony Worrall-Thompson liked best and all 
I had researched on him was that he liked 
down-to-earth, hearty food and not so much 
all these fancy bits and bobs on the plate 
and I think it pulled through. I had no idea 
those dishes were in his books and if they 
were it is an honour for me to have attempted 
them because clearly they went down well 
as otherwise he wouldn’t have chosen me. 
Shaun attempted a traditional dish in the 
form of Pulpo a la Gallega anyway, which he 
hadn’t invented himself but we are there to 
elaborate on them and demonstrate how we 
pull through at the end. If we had to invent 
every single plate that we went with, it would 

have to be impossible; we are amateurs and I 
think we both did well in the end.”

Joelle told us she was banking on Shaun 
winning the event so it was a bit of a shock 
for her to get the nod in the end, but she said 
that overall she deserved it. However, she 
said she was surprised by the fact that both 
Vicky and Matt had tipped Shaun to win: “It 
was quite upsetting for me to watch that but 
I have to be self-critical as they may say that 
because I’m more explosive and Shaun was 
more focused but the feedback on the food 
was my dish had been selected as one of 
the best of the night. He said the same about 
his but Antony chose mine and it was an 
absolute honour to work with Matt and Vicky 
who are tremendous individuals and are true 
professionals. You need to believe in yourself 
but you just need to take into consideration 
that everything is not what it seems when it 
comes out on television, because we were 
cooking for 15 hours and only the juiciest bits 
are chosen for the final cut.

“On the whole I learnt a lot although it is too 
much hard work and in a normal scenario 
you would various chefs working alongside 
you which would make it a lot easier. I feel 
Shaun should be congratulated as well 
because he was a star and thought that if I 
got to the final it would be with him. I went 
there being realistic about my performances 
but I think he had higher expectations than 
me and sometimes he wanted to take too 
much on board at stages in the show which 
were dangerous for him to do so. Instead of 
going to work with Antony Worrall-Thompson 
I have taken the monetary option instead so I 
can make sure | get myself a really nice new 
kitchen in a house I have just bought. One day 
in the future I will probably open a restaurant 
and employ Vicky or Matt to work with me!”
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Gibraltar’s Hospitality Sector 
contribution deserves to be 
recognised
Surrounded by the rich blue of the 
Mediterranean Sea, Gibraltar is 
a rich tapestry of history, culture 
and natural beauty, making all 
the ingredients for a flourishing 
hospitality industry. 

Gibraltar has a long history of welcome with 
hospitable and peaceful inhabitants. Being 
uniquely located as the bridge between 
Europe and Africa in the Mediterranean it 
enjoys a wonderful mix of cuisine from British, 
Spanish and Italian to Moroccan and Indian 
cuisine. Hospitality Industry has since time 
immemorial, served as Gibraltar’s winning 
marketing tool.

Having said that, the last ten years have been 
challenging to the industry. This was mainly 
attributable to the unexpected financial 
crisis, greater competition and more recently, 
the border issues with Spain. Despite the 
hospitality market being unforgiving and 
relentless – a hospitality business is 3 times 
more likely to fail than a normal business -  
the Gibraltar hospitality industry has proven 
to be a resilient force.

It is important that decision-makers recognise 
the major contribution made by the Gibraltar 
hospitality sector to the economy and society 
and that its good health is essential for job 
creation and growth. The prosperity of other 
business sectors, including wholesale, 
tourism and leisure is also at stake here. This 
is why a policy framework that truly values the 
hospitality sector is needed.

Hospitality businesses and investments 
represent a highly valuable multiplying 
factor in the whole of the Gibraltar economy. 
One pound spent in hospitality results in a 
total of 2.16 pounds invested in the whole 
Gibraltarian economy. Such a high return 
on investment should be recognised, to the 
benefit of the whole of Gibraltar. 

The sector supports a flexible labour market, 
providing work for young and first time labour 

market entrants and those returning to the 
job market. The potential for the hospitality 
sector to continue to provide jobs should not 
be overlooked.

At a time when growth appears on the agenda 
of every government and business meeting, 
it is important not to take growth in the 
Gibraltar hospitality sector for granted. This 
is why it is important that policy makers and 
business leaders and organisation identify 
underlying trends and policy that affect the 
industry to create drivers that support growth 
and employment in this sector. Concretely, 
this means looking at the impact of prices, 
employment and material costs, and also 
carefully weighing up the different impacts of 
all policy options to ensure optimum overall 
contributions to the wider economy and 
society.

The hospitality sector is not only an important 
economic contributor, but also a major social 
and cultural contributor. Hospitality is at the 
heart of Gibraltar’s society, where bars, cafés, 
restaurants and hotels are places to meet, 
have fun and get inspired. Put simply, for 
locals and tourists alike, the hospitality sector 
enhances our enjoyment of life.

Within a supportive economic, legal and 
fiscal environment, the hospitality industry 
can be a key driver for economic growth in 
Gibraltar, even in times of crisis. Gibraltar’s 
leaders should show a greater commitment 
to working hand-in-hand with the hospitality 
sector, to promote it and help it to realise the 
potential it has to combat the big economic 
and social issues Gibraltar faces today. This 
is not only crucial for the 2000+ people 
employed directly by the hospitality sector 
in Gibraltar but also for the many people 
whose jobs rely on the good functioning of 
the sector.

By Lucienne Mosquera – Managing Partner 
of Hospitality Business Development Ltd

About Hospitality Business Development
HBD is based in Gibraltar and provides professional 
management services to the Hospitality, Leisure and 
Tourism industry worldwide. HBD is in partnership 
with the British Institute of Hospitality to provide our 
clients with the best solutions to further their business. 
For more information please visit our web page 
www.hospitalitybusinessdevelopment.com 

Jyske Bank (Gibraltar) Ltd. is licensed by the Financial Services Commission, Licence No. FSC 001 00B.  
Services and products are not available to everybody, for instance not to residents of the US.

Jyske Bank (Gibraltar) Ltd. 
Tel. +350 200 72782

Jyske Bank remains committed to Gibraltar and during the refurbishment process we have had our doors 
open for business and we continue to take on new clients despite an almost overwhelming demand.
 
We offer the most comprehensive range of banking services in Gibraltar, but we carry out our business 
differently to other traditional banks. You are welcome to visit us and see our refurbished premises and 
experience how Jyske Bank is out of the ordinary!

We are proud to announce that our newly refurbished 
premises are now open !

/jyskebankgibraltar
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s u n b o r n  g i b r a lta r ,  o c e a n  v i l l ag e  m a r i n a
p h o n e  + 3 5 0  2 0 0 1  6 2 0 0

s u n b o r n g i b r a lta r . c o m

w e lco m e  a b oa r d  t h e  wo r l d ’ s  f i r s t
s u p e r  yac h t  h ot e l

Press Release

Sunborn Gibraltar opens 
an International Casino On-
Board the Super Yacht Hotel

The casino operator Paf (state-
owned by the Finnish Aland 
Islands) and the Finnish hotel 

company Sunborn have opened an 
international casino on board the 
five-star super yacht hotel Sunborn 
Gibraltar. 

This new casino promises its guests the most 
exclusive and luxurious casino experience in 
the region. This is no casual gaming room: the 
casino’s smart dress code, it’s tableside drink 
service, plus its membership programme, 
all ensure that at this casino provides an 
experience equal to that of Monte Carlo or 
Las Vegas. 

The casino, to be referred to as Casino 
Sunborn, will offer visitors all the latest slot 
machines, five roulette tables and five card 
tables dedicated to the classic card games 
Black Jack and Punto Banco, plus our unique 
- Sunborn Stud Poker. Tables open daily from 
4pm to 4am, slot machines open 24 hours 
a day.

For players who would like more privacy, or 
companies looking for a stylish corporate 
entertainment venue, the VIP Private Gaming 
Suite lives up to every expectation, with a 
dedicated waitress service and luxury food 
and beverage packages to suit every palate. 
The Suite also has a large open balcony and 
terrace where guests can enjoy a drink and 
stunning views across the marina with the 
imposing ‘Rock’ as your back drop, a unique 
experience. 

Other VIP services will also include private jet, 
yacht and limousine transfer and charters and 
Harley Davidson bike rental. Guests can also 
book the adjoining suites for a ‘Play & Stay’ 
experience. Information about stakes and 
limits will be available on the website. For VIP 
Suite groups, table limits can be negotiated 
so that everyone can join in the games and 
experience the thrill of the moment. For suite 

groups and private clients contact info@
casinosunborn.com for more information.

‘The Casino Sunborn has truly reignited 
that unique Casino experience so often 
overlooked in the generic corporate venues 
that are now seen throughout the UK and 
Europe. Our concept is based on reviving 
the ‘Club’ atmosphere, intimate, friendly, 
welcoming and of course a safe, secure and 
professional gaming environment.’ Dominick 
Stenson, Casino Manager

The casino is a joint proposal between Paf 
and Sunborn and will be located aboard the 
142-metre-long seven-story-high Sunborn 
Super Yacht Hotel in Ocean Village Marina 
in downtown Gibraltar. The opening of this 
casino will create up to 75 new jobs for the 
local community in Gibraltar and Spain.
 
In addition to the international Casino 
Sunborn and the 189 five-star hotel guest 
rooms, the Sunborn Hotel in Gibraltar also 
offers a range of high-class restaurants 
and bars, an exclusive spa and pool area, 
a modern conference centre and a sundeck 
with stunning views across the straits of 
Gibraltar to the tip of northern Africa.
 
“The opening of the Casino Sunborn in 
Gibraltar signifies that Paf’s land-based 
activities are now taking a big and exciting 
step into Europe, just like Paf.com online. The 
casino will also be a good base for creating 
synergies with our internet-based business. 
Our hope is that Paf’s 50-year experience in 
the gaming industry combined with Sunborn’s 
knowledge of the international hotel industry 
will contribute to a unique casino experience 
for visitors,” says Anders Ingves, CEO of Paf.
 
“Sunborn have an excellent partner in Paf 
for the casino development. As two well 
established Finnish-based companies we 
have a strong platform to establish an 
international casino business in Gibraltar. 
There is excellent potential for this and other 
future casino investments for Sunborn in 

Gibraltar and on board other future yacht 
hotels”, says Hans Niemi, Executive Director 
of Sunborn.

Boiler Plate
Sunborn is a privately-owned Finnish 
company with over 40 years experience 
in the hotel and hospitality business. 
Internationally, the Sunborn Group has just 
over 1,000 employees and an extensive 
property portfolio, which includes spa hotels, 
restaurants, yacht hotels and residential 
developments. Sunborn pioneered the 
floating hotel concept and specialises in 
designing, constructing and managing hotel 
projects around the world.
 
Paf was founded on Åland in 1966 with 
the clear purpose of creating profit to 
support public good. This purpose is still the 
principal reason for Paf’s existence. Today 
Paf is an international company with nearly 
400 employees and offices in Mariehamn, 
Helsinki, Stockholm, Tallinn, Madrid and 
Milano. Paf also maintains a large physical 
gaming operation on land and sea with 
about 1,300 slot machines and 40 gaming 
tables on 25 ships in the Baltic Sea and Paf 
Casino on Åland. Paf was recently named the 
gaming industry’s Most Socially Responsible 
Operator online by the international trade 
magazine eGaming Review.
 
The Casino Sunborn is subject to licensing 
and regulatory approval from the Gibraltar 
Licensing Authority.

For more information visit:
www.sunbornhotels.com/gibraltar 
www.casinosunborn.com
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The Care Insurance Company Ltd 
recently announced it is to increase 
its Gibraltar based staff and move 
offices to cope with expected 
growth as the company kick-start 
an expansion of their cash and 
medical plans into the region. 

The Care Insurance Company Ltd offers 
a range of health related products from 
comprehensive medical plans to cash plans 
for medical expenses for individuals and their 
families. 

The company has seven staff based in 
Gibraltar, up from three a year ago, and has 
operated here for over 7 years. The Care 
Insurance Company Ltd has chosen to work 
with the UK based Hospital & Medical Care 
Association (HMCA PLC) to administer its 
plans.  HMCA PLC has operated in the UK 
since 1978, and has an enviable reputation in 
the UK for provision of membership benefits to 
trade, professional and membership groups. 
Together they have administered medical 
plans for tens of thousands of individuals and 
companies.

Jeff Strange the company’s new Gibraltar 
based sales executive said “The Care 

expenses, which the company will be leading 
with as it launches in Gibraltar, Mr Strange 
added:

“Many people find themselves faced with 
unexpected medical expenses and have 
difficulty finding the extra money needed to 
cover these bills. That is why we created the 
Care Starter Cash Plan, to help our members 
reduce these unexpected expenses.”

“The HMCA Care Starter Cash Plan provides 
tax free cash to cover your unexpected 
medical expenses. Cash benefits include 
hospital admissions, day-case admission, 
dental, optical, consultations, x-rays, scans, 
physiotherapy and complementary medicine.”

As a member of the GFSB, you and your 
company are eligible to apply for our plans. 
Please telephone 200 61430 for more 
information.

Insurance Company Ltd only offer cash 
and medical plans to members of trade, 
professional and membership organisations 
giving them an exclusivity that means 
they can offer cash and medical plans at 
substantially discounted rates together with 
excellent customer service.”

The Care Insurance Company Ltd has 
recently relocated to new and larger offices 
to support their expansion. 

Until recently the company exclusively 
marketed their health related plans in the 
UK and Ireland, although all their cash plans 
are available to residents within the EEA. This 
new push to actively market medical plans 
across the EEA starts in Gibraltar and will see 
The Care Insurance Company Ltd venturing 
into Spain and Portugal in the coming months 
offering their flag ship Care Starter Cash Plan.

Mr Strange said “Because of our low 
subscription rates for the Care Starter Cash 
Plan, which are offered irrespective of age or 
occupation and with no health questionnaire 
or medical examination required, we have a 
very appealing product, which we hope will 
replicate our success in the UK and Ireland, 
here in Gibraltar and beyond.”

Speaking about the cash plans for medical 

Full range of
�xed, mobile and
internet services

Local communications
global connections

Tel: 20052200  |  info@gibtele.com  |  gibtele.com

MOBILE INTERNETFIXED
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Saccone & Speed (Gibraltar) Limited.
A Member of the Saccone & Speed (Gibraltar) Group Of Companies.

35 Devil’s Tower Road, P.O.Box 120, Gibraltar
t: +350 200 74600  |  f: + 350 200 77031  |  e: mail@sacspeed.gi

www.sacconeandspeedgibraltar.gi

Importers and 
distributers of wines, 

spirits, beers, liqueurs, 
cigars & cigarettes 

in Gibraltar to a tied 
estate of hotels, bars 

& restaurants & also to 
the many off-licences, 
convenience stores & 

supermarkets on
the Rock.

Operating since the 
1920’s and joining the 
group in 1985, Louis 
J Abrines Limited 
has since expanded 
to frozen & chilled 
foods, as well as 
health & personal care 
products, cleaning 
materials & over the 
counter & pharmacy 
only pharmaceuticals.

Saccone & Speed
(Gibraltar) Limited

 

GOES GREEN…….AND ACHIEVES THE ISO14001:2004 - 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- THROUGH 
ACTION AND NOT JUST WORDS 
Horticultural contractors,  Convent Garden,  Convent Ramp,  Tel. 20043134 
e-mail. greenarc@Hotmail.co.uk 

 
Certification Body: Verification International of Nottinghamshire, England. 

  

piranha designspiranha designs .com.com

Contact us for a co�ee and a free website analysis.

We believe that your website should work harder than all your 
employees. Your website should be attracting prospects, 
communicating with them and turning them into long-term clients. 
For over 14 years we have been specialising in creating beautiful 
websites that work perfectly across all mobile devices, but above 
all increase your sales. 

G I B R A L T A R  -  L O N D O N  -  E D I N B U R G H

+350 200 45599  |  info@piranhadesigns.com



             starter CasH PLaN
tel: +350 20061430
info@careinsurance.gi
79 Prince edwards road, Gibraltar
www.careinsurance.gi

Medical Benefits
l  Dental
l  Optical
l Personal accident 
l  Hospital
l  Day Case
l Maternity Grant
l  specialist services
l Complementary Medicine
l Overseas Cover

Our plan covers your
medical cash needs


